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A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

The old saying, “what you don’t know won’t hurt you,” does not apply to ADB. A
project or any other endeavor is doomed to fail if we don’t make the effort to
learn from similar projects and experiences both inside and outside ADB. In fact,
what we do know will make us more effective. ViceViceViceViceVice-P-P-P-P-Presidentresidentresidentresidentresident (Knowledge
Management and Sustainable Development) Geert van der LindenGeert van der LindenGeert van der LindenGeert van der LindenGeert van der Linden more
succinctly explains in an interview the importance of putting ADB’s house in order
through knowledge management and sharing. Dan BoomDan BoomDan BoomDan BoomDan Boom tells us more about
the Knowledge Management Framework to guide staff in maximizing the use of
ADB’s wealth of knowledge.

As we all know, gathering and disseminating knowledge is more efficiently done
electronically, so Bill LBill LBill LBill LBill Loxleyoxleyoxleyoxleyoxley enlightens us on e-learning, Clay WClay WClay WClay WClay Wescottescottescottescottescott on
e-government, Cathy ReyesCathy ReyesCathy ReyesCathy ReyesCathy Reyes-Angus-Angus-Angus-Angus-Angus on e-newsletters, and Mary ClarkeMary ClarkeMary ClarkeMary ClarkeMary Clarke on our
e-mail forwarding service to former staff. We can look forward to the efficiencies
expected in the soon-to-be-implemented e-travel booking system, as the Tthe Tthe Tthe Tthe Travelravelravelravelravel
TTTTTeameameameameam reports, and LLLLLynette R. Malleryynette R. Malleryynette R. Malleryynette R. Malleryynette R. Mallery shares her knowledge of recent book fairs
that spread ADB’s printed words. Malou PunzalanMalou PunzalanMalou PunzalanMalou PunzalanMalou Punzalan, meanwhile, explains the
increasing use of electronic resources in the library and the new Information
Resources and Services Section of OAS.

Noteworthy events of the past few months of interest to  all staff are also featured
in this issue. Susan KSusan KSusan KSusan KSusan Kerrerrerrerrerr discusses the process and the highlights of the strategy
on human resources while Managing Director General YManaging Director General YManaging Director General YManaging Director General YManaging Director General Youngoungoungoungoung-Hoi L-Hoi L-Hoi L-Hoi L-Hoi Leeeeeeeeee
updates us on progress in the Reform Agenda that will improve how ADB helps
DMCs reduce poverty.

In the last issue, we featured the “Best Manager” based on the Staff Council
survey. We follow that up in this issue with the insights of the other seven best
managers. Particularly useful and interesting are their management styles.

To recognize publications, banners, and other products, ADB has come up with
a visual identity system that extends to the interior of our premises as CarolynCarolynCarolynCarolynCarolyn
DedolphDedolphDedolphDedolphDedolph reports. In a related issue, OAS reports on the installation of shatter-
resistant film, the first phase of HQ rehabilitation, and developments in occupa-
tional and environmental safety a year after ISO certification.

The well-attended Show 2004 and the Chorale’s anniversary presentation are
also featured in this issue in a collage of photos prepared by Cecil CaparasCecil CaparasCecil CaparasCecil CaparasCecil Caparas.
Cecil is also responsible for the Forum’s new look. Farther from home, Ian GillIan GillIan GillIan GillIan Gill
narrates his experiences filming a video on life in the Mekong.

There’s so much to learn and share. We hope that you will find every issue of the
Forum informative and enjoyable. If you have comments on this issue or any
suggestions, let us know.
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T he Board approved the Knowl-
edge Management (KM) Frame-
work in June 2004. Why was
there a need for this?

In the 1990s, something important changed
in ADB: we started to realize that it is not
just money or lending to countries that is
important. A good piece of analysis or
advice can have as much or even more
impact than a loan. So we started to look at
ADB as a broad-based development bank
where providing money is as important as
giving advice. That was the start of all of this.
ADB is spending a lot of money to produce
knowledge. An estimated $100 million a
year goes for conducting studies, some by
ADB staff but more often by consultants.
This is slowly starting to change the
character of ADB and the way we think of
ourselves. But as this work grows in
importance so does the need to manage
knowledge and our knowledge-related
activities properly. This is also essential to
make sure that our lending products
embody the best knowledge available.

What is knowledge management?
To understand KM, it’s important to
understand its three dimensions. One is to
manage knowledge within ADB efficiently.
For instance, if somebody is designing a
project in Pakistan, that person should be
able to look at a similar project in
Indonesia and benefit from its experience.
The second dimension is to learn from our
DMCs and to share knowledge with DMCs.
The third dimension is sharing knowledge
among countries with ADB as a regional
bank well positioned to be a broker.
Whenever you travel in the region, you
find enormous curiosity among countries
about the experience of others. In India,
the people want to find out how things
are done in the PRC.  In the Philippines,
people want to know why Thailand is
doing so well. Let me give an example to
illustrate how important knowledge
sharing is. Suppose someone in Asia is

KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

Of the three dimensions of knowledge sharing,

INTERVIEW

“

PUTTING
THE ADB
HOUSE
IN ORDER

Vice-President Geert van
der Linden shares with
Bank Forum his insights on
knowledge management.
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running a microcredit program and is
facing problems. He or she can check
ADB’s web site, but it is very unlikely that
this will help. It’s not because ADB has no
experience in microcredit but because our
vast knowledge is available in long reports
and other forms that are not readily
usable. It is important that knowledge
existing in the region and in ADB is easily
accessible to anyone who can tap into our
web site. That’s the big challenge of KM.
You can use knowledge well or you can
squander it. Knowledge available in
people’s heads, to which no one has
access, is squandered.

Are you saying that ADB has
squandered knowledge?
In the past, we did not systematically
manage our knowledge and experience.

That realization led to the establishment of
RSDD during the reorganization and to
the creation of my own job. We felt
strongly that all of our knowledge should
be accessible, and that led to the KM
Framework. The Framework describes a
cycle—to create knowledge or produce a
new insight, to capture this in a user-
friendly form, to store it in an accessible way,
and then to actively disseminate it. This is
the cycle of KM. What we need to do now is
to work very hard at all phases of the cycle
to make sure ADB improves, in all respects.

How would KM help with poverty
reduction?
ADB needs to set clear goals for itself and
achieve them in an efficient manner. We
need to be a more knowledgeable institu-
tion. Our clients will know that ADB staff
members are on top of the issues and have
access to the best possible information in
their field. ADB will be efficient because we
will not have to constantly reinvent the
wheel. Instead, we will be able to tap into
the knowledge of experienced colleagues.

How can we address the unequal access
to knowledge in the region?
In the modern world, knowledge is
becoming more important than natural
resources. The countries that have made
progress in terms of economic develop-
ment are not dependent on their natural
resources. A well-educated population and
good governance are essential for success.
Countries that have invested in education
and in people have done better. There is a
new concept of “knowledge economies”
that is not based on agriculture or
manufacturing but on the efficient use of
knowledge and modern technology. It is a
a special challenge for ADB to help those
countries that fall behind in terms of
education, access to technology, and IT
development.

Is investing in staff important?
Yes, very important. ADB invests in its staff
and the new Human Resources Strategy
talks about the importance of developing
staff. Education is not just about a degree;
it’s also about continuous learning. This is
very important for ADB if we are to remain
a top-level institution to ensure that all
professionals are at the cutting edge of
their fields.

How would you assess the first
6 months of the KM Framework?
Six months is a very short time, but we
have begun moving toward our goal of
making ADB a knowledge-based institu-
tion. We have set up the KM Center. We
have documented for the first time the
complete knowledge products and
services program. RSDD and OIST have
launched KM applications (KMApps), an
electronic tool that gives access to
information in one place. ADB has experts
in many areas, but we don’t have a matrix
that shows exactly where they are. For
example, somebody working in COSO as a
procurement specialist may have actually
worked on privatization prior to joining
ADB. BPHR is now working on systemati-
cally mapping expertise in ADB. If you’re
designing a project in the financial sector
in Tajikistan, for instance, wouldn’t it be
nice if with a click of a button you could
find out who the ADB specialists are in
that area?

When staff members work on an
assignment, they often start from scratch.
They have to discover everything by
themselves. As the saying goes: “If only
companies knew what they know, they
would be much more profitable.” You can
apply this to ADB also: if we only knew
what we know, we would be much more
effective.

In the long term, what is your vision
for KM?
My vision is that 5 years from now, my job
is no longer necessary. KM will have been
completely integrated into our institution.
The moment someone joins ADB, his or
her expertise will automatically be
registered in the network. If someone
completes a piece of analytical work, it will
automatically go to the appropriate
KMApps.

Another vision is that around the
region, ADB will enjoy high respect for the
knowledge and expertise that it has. People
in the region will see ADB as an authority
and they will know they can tap our
knowledge by going to our web site and
finding information in a form that they can
use. All that adds up to making ADB a more
effective institution. ADB will become a
stronger institution if we share our knowl-
edge with the people we work with in the
region and learn from them in turn.

the first priority is sharing knowledge within ADB itself. We should put our own house in order.

“

Photos by Eric Sales
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What does this mean for ADB staff?
Looking ahead to the next 2 years, putting
all these KM processes in place will be a
big challenge. Partly, this involves
electronics, but most important of all, it
means trying to change the attitude of
ADB staff toward knowledge sharing. They
must realize that the experience they have
is something of value and that if they
share it, others can benefit and it becomes
valuable to ADB as an institution.

Have you sensed resistance among staff
in sharing knowledge?
People sometimes have a conservative
attitude toward innovation. Most will want
to see whether the change is serious and
whether it will be beneficial. It is important,
therefore, to show practical benefits.
KM should make a mission leader’s job
easier by quickly providing information
needed. I hope practical benefits like that
will convince doubters. The experience of
other organizations indicates it won’t
happen overnight. It requires several years
of inspiring and encouraging people and to
make sure all the detailed work is done.
It’s quite a challenge.

So changing the mind-set of staff or
corporate culture is your greatest
challenge as VP?
Once people are enthusiastic, the change
will happen. Management’s role is to
inspire and to appreciate staff. Knowledge
and experience are assets just like physical
assets. You can use assets wisely and make
them of value to ADB or you can squander
them. Basically, we need to change our
mind-set by recognizing that.

Is there a danger of having a knowledge
overload?
KM is not about doing more analytical work;
it is about effectively managing what we do
and what we know. We should recognize
that in many ways ADB is already a knowl-
edge bank. KM is about sharing knowledge,
within the institution and across the region.

By encouraging knowledge sharing, do
you think ADB risks losing its
intellectual property?
ADB is a public institution, not a private
company. What we know should be shared
with the public at large. We are in the final
stages of preparing a new public commu-
nications policy, which will be finalized in
early 2005. The essence of that policy is
the presumption of disclosure. Whatever
we do should be publicly available unless
there are strong arguments for confidenti-
ality. Our aim is to share our intellectual
resources.

How does the KM Framework fit into
the Reform Agenda?
The Reform Agenda talks about effective-
ness in two ways: one is in development
and the other is organizational. KM
supports both.

How can staff help in achieving our KM
goal?

Knowledge available in people’s
heads, to which no one has
access, is squandered.

KM is not about doing more
analytical work; it is about
effectively managing what we do
and what we know.

Everybody can help by being proactive in
sharing his/her knowledge and experi-
ence with colleagues. Specific contribu-
tions depend on where staff members are
in the institution. For staff in operational
areas, two things come to mind immedi-
ately. First, operational staff members
should think of ways to make their
experiences available to their colleagues
in ADB. Project designs should be summa-
rized so the experience and lessons can be
readily shared with others. The other
important part in operations is the
analytical work managed by the depart-
ment. This work should also be summa-
rized and widely circulated to make sure
the information is not tied up in long
reports that remain unread. There are
examples where this is already happening.
The PRC Government demanded a few
years ago that whenever a study was
done, a summary of one or two pages had
to be prepared and sent to senior officials
in the Government.

OER staff members are much more on
the dissemination side. They manage
ADB’s web site. A very important role for
OER is to understand the demand for
knowledge in ADB and in the region and
beyond, and to ensure that the supply
meets the demand.

The people in OIST and other offices
play an enormously important role in
making it all happen electronically.
Recently, the Board approved the Informa-
tion System and Technology Strategy II to
support KM.

In OAS, the library and the printing unit
have very important roles in achieving KM.

Do you think ADB can someday become
one of the most admired knowledge
enterprises?
Our ambition is that ADB makes it to the list
of Most Admired Knowledge Enterprises
(MAKE) that ranks companies according to
their KM effectiveness. This gives an
objective assessment of progress in KM. To
make it to that list will be a big challenge.
The World Bank has been working on KM
for the past 7 years and is the only public
sector organization on the list. We still
have a long way to go.

How did you prepare for this position
having come from operations?
There is no school to learn about KM.
Working in many different positions in
ADB has given me a good background
and is quite helpful in my current job.

“ “

“

“

A good piece of analysis or advice
can have as much or even more
impact than a loan.“

“
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T he Reform Agenda provides a framework for addressing
our institutional challenges to deliver more effective
development results. Increased communication on work
plans within departments is essential for its success.

In my view, individual staff members are not expected to do
anything new or special, but they should actively participate in
and contribute to formulating and implementing planned or
ongoing initiatives. I want to encourage staff to discuss with their
colleagues and supervisors how to do their work more efficiently
and in a more results-oriented manner. I am sure that we will
make a big difference if each one of us, in either operational or
nonoperational sections, shares ownership and responsibility for
the reform program and results.

In his first address on the Reform Agenda, President Tadao
Chino asked staff to embrace essential reforms to help our DMCs
accelerate socioeconomic development and achieve the Millen-
nium Development Goals.

Since June, each vice-president has been discussing the
Reform Agenda with line management and staff and providing
guidance on implementing the work program for each initiative.
The objective is to seek stronger support and commitment of
ADB staff to make implementation of this agenda successful.

Achievements
Management thanks staff for the progress made in the past
6 months including the following.
• A Results Management Unit was established to work on
mainstreaming Management for Development Results. The first
results-oriented country strategy and program was prepared and
approved by the Board in late October. (It was for Nepal.)
• The enhanced Poverty Reduction Strategy, Knowledge
Management Framework, and Human Resources (HR) Strategy
have been formalized and are being implemented (see related
stories on pages 2, 6, and 14).
• Policies, strategies, and frameworks are being prepared or
reviewed. These include the Public Communications Policy, the
Ordinary Capital Resources Partnership Framework (formerly
Partnership Framework with Middle-Income Countries), the
Performance-Based Allocation Policy, the Innovation and Effi-
ciency Initiative (formerly Infrastructure and Utilities Finance), and

the Independent Assessment of the Reorganization.
• The Reform Coordination Committee (RCC) was established,
and the first progress report on the implementation of the
Reform Agenda is being prepared. The RCC currently has
10 senior staff as standing members. It facilitates and coordinates
implementation of reform initiatives, monitors their progress, and
communicates with staff internally and with shareholders and
other external stakeholders. An Internet web site on ADB’s Reform
Agenda was launched by the RCC in September to communicate
externally with stakeholders. An intranet web site will soon be
launched.

Looking Ahead
The key to the success of the Reform Agenda is the effective
implementation of the new HR Strategy. Achieving development
effectiveness will depend ultimately on the work of our staff and
the alignment of staff incentives with their performance
(see page 14).

In the coming months, vice-presidents will continue to
discuss and guide staff in implementing the initiatives based on
their work programs.  Any additional resources required for
implementing specific activities will be identified and provided.
The RCC will facilitate individual reform initiatives by monitoring
progress, identifying common issues and addressing them, and
providing overall coordination. Management will continue
communicating with staff and external stakeholders to make
them fully understand the Reform Agenda and to reflect their
views and inputs. The web sites and e-newsletters will publish
outcomes and progress.

The reform initiatives will be implemented in various phases
mostly during the next 2–3 years. Therefore, what we achieve in
the next 3 years will be crucial to ADB’s future.

REFORM AGENDA
Keeping ADB Relevant
What has happened since the special as-
sembly on the Reform Agenda on 14 June?
Managing Director General Young-Hoi
Lee who oversees reform initiatives to make
ADB more effective tells Bank Forum the
progress made, expectations from staff, and
steps to keep ADB relevant.

Young-Hoi Lee
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KNOW and
SHARE More

What’s there to know about
knowledge management
and ADB’s aim to become a
knowledge-based
institution? Daan Boom
tells us.

ADB spends close to $100 million a
year to finance research and other
analytical work. Aside from these
formal efforts, ADB also constantly

acquires immensely valuable knowledge
from designing and implementing
development projects. The results of this
work, however, are not disseminated
widely either internally or externally. In
short, ADB does not get enough mileage
out of its investment in research.

This fact is bound to change. Today,
ADB wants not only to be a development

Action Plans on Knowledge Management

Daan Boom introduces a speaker in one
of several brown bag seminars

1Changing the organizational
culture
Knowledge management (KM)

involves a cultural change. Fostering a
knowledge-supportive culture is the key
to improving the way ADB manages its
knowledge.

Behavioral changes need to create a
working environment where knowledge is
seen as a common good. Staff will be
encouraged to contribute to knowledge
activities as part of their core
responsibilities.

To achieve this, staff will be empow-
ered and encouraged to fully participate
in the Framework’s implementation. Staff
will be recognized to promote proactive
knowledge sharing within the institution.
The new Human Resources Strategy will
make this possible.

Management strategist Peter Drucker
confirms the use of incentives as a driving
force for knowledge workers. In an article

in 2001, he suggested that knowledge
workers need to be satisfied. Dissatisfac-
tion with income and benefits is a
powerful disincentive.

The management of knowledge
workers should be based on the assump-
tion that the organization needs them
more than they need the organization,
wrote Drucker. They are, in a sense,
volunteers with mobility and self-
confidence, like volunteers for nonprofit
organizations.

What is this breed of knowledge
workers? Knowledge workers want to
know what their organization is trying to
do and where it is going. Next, they are
interested in personal achievements and
personal responsibility. They often expect
continuous learning and continuous
training. Above all, they want respect, not
so much for themselves but for their areas
of expertise. They want to make decisions
that influence the impact of their work.

2 Improving knowledge
products and services
Knowledge-related activities should

be identified and harmonized with
departmental, divisional, and individual
work plans and should be based on
country, subregional, and interregional
strategic programs.

ADB’s primary knowledge depart-
ments such as the regional departments,
ERD, REMU, RSDD, and ADBI can provide
in-depth inputs to these programs. They
can help prepare a strategic forecast of our
knowledge products and services.

3Updating processes and informa
tion technology (IT) solutions
It is often said that you can lead a

horse to the water but you can’t force the
horse to drink! In the same way, KM can’t
just happen; it needs to be facilitated by
appropriate processes and IT investments.

The recently approved IT strategy,
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which includes the budget for improved
storage and search facilities for informa-
tion management, is a positive develop-
ment. Aside from this technical invest-
ment, so-called smart templates will be
developed and implemented to capture
knowledge from development activities so
that knowledge can be shared more easily.

A portal committee has been nomi-
nated to improve access to our information
repositories and to improve the empower-
ment of end-users of IT applications.
Improved processes and systems for storing
will make data search less cumbersome
thereby facilitating knowledge sharing.
Another initiative is the profile database
where ADB staff members can upload
information on their skills and experiences
and share this internally.

4Improving communities
of practice
Knowledge sharing is about

exchanging information. ADB currently
has 40 sector and thematic communities
of practice that will be provided tools and
resources to allow better flow of informa-
tion internally and externally with
development partners and developing
member countries.

These communities play a significant
role in disseminating information through
so-called brown bag seminars on specific
development topics. Soon these seminars
will be captured and made accessible on
the web.

Other existing groups within ADB that
share knowledge among their members
can be considered communities of practice.
These include clubs, Staff Council, Staff
Community Fund, and Spouses Association.

5 Expanding knowledge sharing
ADB is networking with some 300
external institutions on a formal or

sometimes informal basis. Gaps and, in

related activities. The KM Framework
reaffirms ADB’s commitment to enhance
knowledge sharing with and among our
clients and to become a knowledge source
and learning organization.

The framework lays out five key action
plans that ADB must undertake in the next
4 years to achieve these results:
• improving our organizational culture to

make it more supportive of knowledge
sharing;

• managing our knowledge services and
products more effectively;

• updating our business processes and
information technology solutions
for KM;

• improving the functioning of communi-
ties of practice;

• expanding knowledge sharing with
external stakeholders and other parties.

We may not know it all yet, but these
actions will move us in the right direction
to manage our vast and valuable knowl-
edge resources more effectively.

development partners and to disseminate
such experience in the form of best
practices among developing member
countries, ADB staff, and our development
partners.”

External demand for ADB to become
an effective source of knowledge in the
region is also growing. ADB’s developing
members are increasingly seeking ADB’s
insights and experience to help them
pursue their development objectives.

ADB can play the role of a knowledge
source. We have a wealth of development
experience and knowledge across the
region and are well positioned to capture
good practices and lessons learned from
the rest of the world.

Improving our knowledge efficiency is
a challenge. The central initiative is the
formulation of the Knowledge Manage-
ment (KM) Framework that was formally
adopted in June. We used the term
“framework” rather than “strategy” because
ADB already undertakes a lot of knowledge-

financial institution but also a learning
institution and a primary source of develop-
ment knowledge in the Asia and Pacific
region. Its objectives are to better capitalize
its knowledge and experience and to make
these resources more accessible.

ADB recognizes that it must
maximize its knowledge resources to
increase its effectiveness. The Long-
Term Strategic Framework (LTSF) 2001–
2015 spells out ADB’s commitment to
become a learning institution and a
primary source of development knowl-
edge in the region.

The Framework states that enhancing
the role of ADB in generating and sharing
knowledge is needed to achieve our goal
of poverty reduction. According to the
LTSF,  “ADB must become a knowledge-
based learning institution, drawing upon
resources, skills, and expertise both inside
and outside the organization. It must
develop the capacity to learn quickly from
its own experiences and those of other

some areas, over-representation need to
be addressed through our communities.

The proposed Public Communica-
tions Policy, which is set to be approved
in January 2005, will facilitate knowl-
edge sharing with clients. ADB aims to
be more open in identifying successes
and failures in development outcomes
and in extracting lessons to improve the
way services are planned and delivered
to clients.

To reinforce this process, ADB has
adopted a results-based approach to
more proactively manage our resources
and activities and to deliver better
development results.

ADB has become a member of the
MAKE (Most Admired Knowledge
Enterprises) network. KM progress will
be closely monitored and published
through MAKE reports, and eventually
ADB may become one of the world’s
most admired knowledge enterprises.

FLOW OF KNOWLEDGE PROCESSES

Knowledge
Creation

and Capture

Knowledge
Sharing

and Enrichment

Information
Storage

and Retrieval

Knowledge
Dissemination
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Is it really possible to get an education
through cyberspace? Yes, according
to the joint ADB-ADB Institute (ADBI)
international workshop on Improving

E-Learning Policies and Programs last
August in Manila.

E-learning, the new trend in obtaining
an education, is being promoted in
developing countries in the Asia and
Pacific region. E-learning is a powerful tool
that frees teachers and students from the
confines of the classroom. It can provide a
cost-effective solution to this geographical
hurdle.

Interest in e-learning was evident
from the participation of delegates from
19 DMCs. The workshop was attended not
only by ADB and ADBI staff but also by
special invitees from India, Japan, and
Republic of Korea and by experts from
various computer companies.

What is e-learning? Technically, it’s
delivering educational content via
electronic media using information and
communication technology (ICT). Does
that mean e-learners never see a teacher
or a book?  Not necessarily. E-learning
includes periodic face-to-face meetings
with teacher and classmates, though

E-LEARNING
The Anytime/
Anywhere
Learning

actually those meetings can also be
handled through teleconferencing and
Internet chat rooms.

In Asia, e-learning can be “school net,”
i.e., using ICT in the classroom to better
master lessons or to get access to elec-
tronic learning materials and school
records. It can also be the formal distance
learning normally associated with open
university courses.

E-students aren’t the only ones who
benefit. Teachers can use e-learning for 
in-service training in new pedagogical
methods and technologies. This revolu-
tionary technology also makes it possible
to offer adult literacy courses and training
in useful techniques to groups in remote
areas, including farmers and social
workers. E-learning can fit education into
family and work schedules.

Currently, India, Japan, Republic of
Korea, and Singapore are the ICT leaders in
Asia, but no country need be left behind
as technology can be adapted to local
needs. In the early 1990s, ADB held a
workshop on distance learning to promote
the use of open universities. At that time,
however, ICT infrastructure and awareness
were lacking, which prevented distance
learning from truly taking hold in Asia
beyond the open universities in India,
Indonesia, and Thailand. That is no longer
the case. Technology now provides the
means to that end, and there is no reason
for anyone to forego a lifelong yearning to
learn.

At the macro level, Asia is rapidly
moving toward regional connectivity, and
as connectivity becomes commonplace
and costs decline, opportunities for e-
learning will increase. Eventually, it will
even be possible to take a class on your
mobile phone! At the micro level, technol-
ogy will lead to new employment oppor-
tunities in software development and in
engineering.

At the workshop, country participants
designed action plans to develop
e-learning pilot programs and project
proposals based on what they had
learned. Over 20 project proposals
covering a wide range of possibilities were
submitted totaling about $600 million. A
CD-ROM of presentations can be obtained
from ADBI or can be found on the ADB
education web page. As workshop
participants learned, the opportunities are
endless and will grow as people take
advantage of newer technologies.

Vice-President Geert van der
Linden says at the workshop, “The
ultimate reason why e-learning is
important is because it is a tool to
develop a national resource—namely
an educated workforce…the future
belongs to those nations that seize
opportunities to strengthen capabilities
of their people and to improve their
lives.”

With the rapid innovations in ICT, let’s
face it: e-learning is here to stay and
nations can ignore it at their peril.

Obstacles to getting an education—the shortage of
classrooms and the distance and time it takes to get to
school—can be overcome through e-learning, as Bill
Loxley explains.

Participants at the E-Learning Workshop
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Travel to government offices can be
cumbersome. Anyone living on the
outskirts of a city can attest to the
difficulty of reaching government

services and information. Even for urban
dwellers, going to government offices can
be tedious not only because of city traffic
but also because of  bureaucratic red tape.
Happily, with rapid developments in
information and communication technol-
ogy (ICT), we will soon be able to make
government transactions without even
leaving our homes or offices.

Asian and Pacific countries are
increasingly using e-government to
deliver services and information. These
practices reinforce other reforms that are
helping countries to better compete in the
regional and global economy by strength-
ening markets and individual choice that
in turn promote economic growth and
poverty reduction.

A recent, global e-government survey
by Brown University ranked Taipei,China as
the top performer based on the following
criteria: range and depth of online services
offered, ease of finding and using services,
and attention to security and privacy.
Singapore was a close second where the
services even include an online dating
service. The People’s Republic of China
ranked sixth with good performance in
online services and publications and
access to databases.

Other governments in the region are
working hard to catch up. For example,

Viet Nam plans to have full information on
administrative procedures online by 2010
and to register 50% of businesses and
carry out 10% of government procure-
ment online by the same date. Ho Chi
Minh City leads the way with a “one-stop
shop” for business license applications
whereby businesses can apply online and
initiate action from all agencies concerned.
ADB is supporting Viet Nam’s effort as
part of a $45 million program loan and a
$1.3 million grant.

The private sector has an important
role in promoting e-government. The Hong
Kong Government’s web portal is entirely
financed and maintained by a private
company, thereby reducing public cost and
risk. Malaysia’s e-Perolehan government
procurement system is a build-operate-
transfer scheme led by a private company.

ICT-enabled nongovernment
organizations can also help spur gover-
nance reforms. For example, in 2003 the
Philippines Center for Investigative
Journalism posted a study on the unex-
plained wealth of government officials on
its web site. Partly as a result of the online
information, the Government began
investigating over 100 employees, and
charges were filed.

E-government is generally beneficial,
but it is not without risk. For example, an
attempt to install a database management
and processing system in the Thai revenue
department in 1992 failed due to poorly
specified objectives. The main software

vendor defaulted on the contract, and an
estimated $56 million in public funds
produced minimal benefit. To avoid such
problems, government officials and other
stakeholders need up-to-date ICT knowl-
edge. Major ICT companies have set up an
e-government Center of Excellence in New
Delhi and are planning to launch one
shortly in the Philippines.

The timing of reforms via 
e-government is crucial. This was espe-
cially apparent in the Indian state of
Andhra Pradesh, which introduced a
much-publicized example of
e-government-enabled reform led by the
Chief Minister. Rural voters, however, were
not impressed by the Chief Minister’s
vision of an IT-enabled state at a time of
severe drought when many farmers
committed suicide out of desperation in
the face of inadequate irrigation and
erratic electric power. In May 2004, the
Chief Minister was defeated in his bid for a
third term. Such are the political risks of
e-reforms.

Access to online services is a chal-
lenge for the rural poor in most countries.
In Cambodia, the Internet Village
Motoman project in Ratanakiri Province
links remote villages to the city of Banlung
through the Internet via a Wi-Fi access
point mounted on motorbikes. Traveling
daily, the motomen collect e-mail mes-
sages through facilities powered by the
motorcycle’s battery. Back in Banlung, they
upload them to a satellite dish that relays
the messages to the Internet.  When
villagers have problems, they ask local
teachers with computers to send e-mails
to the governor. Villagers also apply for
jobs in companies in town by e-mail.  The
Ratanakiri Provincial Hospital uses the
system for referrals to hospitals in the
United States with digital cameras for
long-distance diagnosis.

Examining e-government experiences
can improve our understanding of what
works and what doesn’t and what
practices are transferable under what
conditions. Although there is considerable
anecdotal evidence of progress, more
rigorous analysis is needed on how to
achieve high performance in the public
sector through e-government.

For more information, see “E-Govern-
ment in Asia and the Pacific,” Governance
Brief, April 2003, Issue 6, ADB. See http://
www.adb.org/Documents/Periodicals/GB/
GovernanceBrief06.pdf

Feeling Government
Presence through
E-GOVERNMENT

Governments are bringing information and services to
the people with the help of modern technology,
explains Clay Wescott. ADB is helping make this
happen by supporting e-government initiatives.

Clay Wescott
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Soon, you won’t have to agonize
over making phone queries to
travel agents and waiting for a
response when you book your

travel. You won’t have to burden yourself or
your staff with preparing your travel
documents. You can enjoy the ease of
booking your own flights right at your desk
and have more time to focus on other jobs.

Continuously aiming to find innova-
tive ways of delivering quality service,
ADB’s travel section will soon introduce a
self-booking tool (SBT). With the SBT,
arranging travel will be an easier and more
satisfying experience. The SBT will also
promote savings for ADB in its travel
supply chain, translating into reduced
agency fees and lower ticket prices.
However, booking online is not just about
getting cheaper fares or better deals; it is
about getting things done in a quicker
and more efficient manner.

E-travel Aergo has been developed by
Amadeus Global Travel Distribution SA. It is
now used globally, and ADB will be the
first major financial institution in Asia to
adopt it. The World Bank, UN, UNESCO, IDB,
and over 1,200 major corporations in 90
countries have been using an SBT and
have been realizing considerable savings
through increased adoption of the SBT. In
the short to medium term, the tool will be
most useful in booking travel to and from
a single destination such as Manila/
Jakarta/Manila or Manila/Karachi/Manila
with associated hotel bookings.

E-TRAVEL BOOKING
in ADB Takes Off

ADB is moving rapidly into e-business
management by implementing online
solutions to improve its travel approval
system, authorizations, and the resources
required to manage these processes. In
the future, the number of travel staff
required both externally and internally will
be reduced which will mean savings in
travel expenses, currently estimated at $30
million annually. This includes air, hotel,
and other expenses such as inbound,
group, conference, and guest travel.

Research shows that a simple point-
to-point booking with a hotel will take a
matter of minutes to complete. When a
booking is made using the SBT, the
traveler directly accesses the airline
inventory where information displayed on
the screen will be in line with ADB’s travel
policy. When a booking is completed, a full
confirmation will be shown and the whole
itinerary can be seen in the Lotus Notes
calendar.

And there’s much more than just
booking flights. ADB staff will be able to
store a travel profile that will be applied and
reflected every time a booking is made,
regardless of whether it’s made on or off-
line. For instance, if you always want a
window seat, the system will automatically
book you one along with the special meals
you usually order.  The same is true for hotel
reservations, whether you like a nonsmok-
ing room or have other preferences.

The tool also has the ability to locate
people and to assist them in emergencies,

while ensuring the confidentiality of all
personal data.

Several other initiatives will be
undertaken to support the SBT:
• online booking solutions;
• improved efficiency in policies and

procedures;
• service level agreements;
• facilitating credit card charges for hotels,

air, and other expenses;
• online liquidation of travel expenses

and payment to suppliers;
• preferred agreements with airlines and

hoteliers; and
• continual benchmarking of rates to the

market.
It is also important to understand,

however, that not all travel can be booked
via the SBT. The in-plant travel manager
must manage any complicated or re-
stricted travel. Visas and airport transfers
will and must be checked by staff, and all
tickets must be issued by an IATA agency.

The SBT project kickoff will be in
December 2004, followed by training
sessions for staff. First bookings will be
made from 1 April and by the third quarter
of 2005, most ADB staff members are
expected to be familiar with the SBT and
to start using e-travel booking.

* The author is the Travel Team comprising Takao
Watanabe (former Head), Stuart Hunter (current
Head), Warren Kirk Ty, and Risa Flores, in close
collaboration with Dong Santiago, Danny Muñoz,
Cecile Gregory, and Cathy Reyes-Angus.

Booking your flights is just a click away, explains
the Travel Team* as it relates preparations to launch
e-travel for your convenience and for ADB’s advantage.

Panel of evaluators from OAS and
various departments including Staff
Council, and observers from staff
members during one of the live
demonstrations on e-travel booking.
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At the Usability Conference 2004 in
San Francisco, California, the
world’s biggest gathering of web
content and communications

practitioners, I learned about e-newsletters
in a workshop. The training was timely and
relevant because at that time we were
developing ERO’s online newsletter—the
first e-newsletter developed and launched
for ADB’s field offices. The workshop has
guided us in conceptualizing and design-
ing this new and innovative communica-
tion tool.

An e-newsletter is an e-mail message
with relevant information on a topic sent
out to a group of subscribers. It is often
used to capture a web site visitor’s e-mail
address and can also be used to keep in
touch with customers or  to simply
disseminate information. For ADB and its
field offices, an e-newsletter could be a
faster, more cost-effective tool to commu-
nicate with stakeholders. However,
developing and maintaining an 
e-newsletter is not simple; several factors
must be carefully considered.

The Tie that Binds
Did you know that readers have highly
emotional reactions to e-newsletters?
Compared with web sites where users are
usually much more oriented toward
functionality, e-newsletters are more
personal because they arrive in the user’s
inbox along with messages from family
and friends and can be shared with others,
thus adding a social dimension. Users
therefore think of a company’s 
e-newsletter as much more personal than
a company’s web site. While users may
tolerate problems on a web site, they react
strongly to problems with e-mail corre-
spondence. In a study by Jakob Nielsen’s
team, one user received an error message
that read, “E-mail address is not valid.”

Although poorly worded, the error
message made the e-newsletter reader
quite angry.  “Mine’s as valid as the next
person’s...It’s questioning my validity as an
entity in cyberspace.”

Emotional reactions extend to
content as well. The study also found that
users are reluctant to read e-newsletters of
no interest to them and have biases
toward e-newsletters associated with
companies based on past experiences
with those companies. It also noted that if
navigating the e-newsletter was difficult,
readers assumed designers had made it
difficult on purpose. Some readers
expressed guilt when unsubscribing even
if they weren’t enjoying the newsletter.

“I feel guilty, like I’m breaking off a
relationship. I’m thinking of all the good
things about it. Maybe I should
resubscribe.” (MSNBC)

It’s a Click Away
In another study done by the Nielsen
Norman Group, users were asked about
the benefits of e-newsletters. Respon-
dents highlighted that they are informa-
tive, convenient to use, and timely in
terms of content and delivery.
E-newsletters with these advantages
have a stable future as they add value
to users’ life or work issues.

Comparing e-newsletters with other
media, one user said,  “I’d rather have it in
an e-newsletter than in the regular mail. I
can click ‘delete’ if I don’t want it; I don’t
have to throw anything away; and it is
usually easier to unsubscribe if you don’t
want to get it anymore.”

This is one of the few times that the
virtual world is better and more conve-
nient than the physical world.

E-NEWSLETTER Convenience Rules
Readers develop a greater emotional attachment to
e-newsletters than to web sites. If you’re considering
developing an e-newsletter, read on as Cathy Reyes-
Angus explains its benefits and provides tips in
preparing this new medium of communication.
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W
hile working at ADB, a staff

member develops useful
contacts in various govern-
ments, nongovernment

organizations, international organizations,
and civil society. Staff members them-
selves become valuable resources and
experts in their fields, yet their years of
experience may become inaccessible
when they leave and lose contact.

To provide a tool for former staff to
communicate with each other and for ADB
to communicate with former staff, an
e-mail forwarding system was launched in
October by an OIST team led by Toong
San Chan, on the suggestion of the
Association of Former Employees of the
Asian Development Bank (AFE-ADB) and
the Staff Association.

Developed internally using open-

source software, the system will forward
messages sent to the alumni address to
the former staff’s personal e-mail address.

Eventually, ADB will use this tool to
communicate important messages
concerning pensions, benefits, and other
information that may be of interest to
former staff.

For the launch, former staff members
were assigned an adbalumni address and
were then invited to activate their
accounts. Staff who will be retiring or
leaving ADB for other reasons will be
assigned an adbalumni address via an
e-mail that contains a user ID and pass-
word. It will be sent to the personal
account, so if you’re leaving, be sure ADB
knows your personal e-mail address.  All
former staff members are included in the
directory as long as they have a current

personal e-mail address.
OIST and BPMSD are hoping to

enhance the system in the near future by
posting ADB Today and by providing a
bulletin board for former staff announce-
ments, AFE-ADB news, and benefit informa-
tion related to pensioners. We will also be
considering extending the system to
surviving spouses and making the alumni
directory available to ADB staff.

Though the system has been operat-
ing only a couple of months, former staff
members have generally given positive
feedback and have expressed apprecia-
tion. They have commented that it was an
“excellent idea…” for the system benefits
not only former staff but ADB as well.

Tips for using the e-mail forwarding
system can be accessed at http://
www.adbalumni.org/doc/help.php.

E-MAIL Forwarding
for Former ADB Staff
A special project to
develop an e-mail
forwarding system for
former ADB staff has been
launched. Mary Clarke
reports on its features and
benefits to promote
networking and
knowledge sharing.

E-Mail Forwarding Project Team: (from left) Toong San Chan, Allan Olega, Mary Clarke,
John Dennis Carpio, Roger San Pedro, Edsel Palmon, and Arlene Idian (not in photo)
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JAKARTA
More than 5,000 people per day
visited the 24th Indonesian Book
Fair in Jakarta in September. At
least 150 university students,
lecturers, and economists visited
ADB’s booth and expressed
interest in books on economic
development, combating
corruption, urban development,
statistics, social sciences, and
poverty reduction. ADB’s
distributor in Indonesia staffed
the booth.

Knowledge Sharing through
PUBLICATIONS

MANILA
Members of the Association of Develop-
ment Financing Institutions in Asia and the
Pacific, attending the Asia-Pacific Seminar/
Workshop on Enhancing Corporate
Governance for DFIs, visited the Public
Information Center recently to pick up
books, brochures, and souvenirs of their
visit to ADB. Sixteen of the 21 visitors came
from DFIs in Bhutan, Fiji Islands, India,
Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines,
Thailand, and Viet Nam.

  DENVER
ADB’s award-winning publication If I Had
the Chance.... Artwork From the Streets of
Asia and the Pacific was the prototype for
the University of Colorado as they shaped
their  “Children, Youth, and Environments”
event in September. Denver street children
were asked to draw pictures of what they
would do if they had the chance. Like their
Asian counterparts, children of the US
wished for food, good jobs, and world
peace.

 BEIJING
ADB, through the People’s
Republic of China Resident
Mission, participated in the
11th Beijing International
Book Fair from 2–6
September. ADB’s publica-
tions on poverty and
governance attracted
visitors to the booth.

Lynette R. Mallery
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M anaging staff and bringing
results on the ground are
intertwined. President Tadao
Chino emphasized that the

successful implementation of the Human
Resources (HR) Strategy is fundamental to
the Reform Agenda.

As he approved the strategy, the
President expressed his appreciation to
the Board and staff for their valuable
contributions and sought their continued
support for implementation.

Describing the HR Strategy as a major
undertaking that would not be easily
achieved, Mr. Chino reaffirmed
Management’s commitment to exert
strong leadership in its delivery.

The development of ADB’s new HR
Strategy was consultative and broad-
based. The strategy outline was posted on
the intranet on 16 February 2004. About
260 staff members attended the two
bankwide briefing sessions and more than
170 staff members attended the 14 focus
group meetings for staff at all levels. In
addition, BPMSD held 193 separate
meetings with each department/office to
discuss performance management.

Resident missions were invited to
participate in special sessions, and
videoconferences were held for two
resident missions. Some staff members
commented directly through e-mail, formal
memoranda, the Intranet Forum established
for this purpose, and drop boxes.

The Staff Council and members of the
Professional Women’s Committee also
provided written or oral comments based
on intensive discussions within their
groups.  Throughout the process, staff
showed a high degree of interest and
engagement, and provided insightful
comments. In addition, Board members

provided valuable input at the Board
seminar of 7 July and at the Board
discussion on 27 September.

The strategy’s goal is to establish a
merit-based, transparent, and effective HR
management system in support of ADB’s
vision and other strategies to better serve
our developing member countries. The
key to the success of the strategy will be to
change mind-sets on how we deal with HR
matters. Senior managers will be charged
with leading the organization’s efforts to
reform HR practices and will be required
to assume more responsibility and greater
accountability for managing staff.

Some priority actions contained in the
strategy have already begun and others are
being prepared. The valuable comments
received during the consultation phase will
be considered as various actions are
undertaken, and consultation with depart-
ments and the Staff Council will continue.

Key Players
Sally Pedersen, HR Specialist who is
project leader for the new performance
management system and competency
framework, said that efforts in the past 18
months will be implemented in mid-
January 2005. Sally has personally con-
sulted staff on the system, which high-
lights distinctions in performance by
setting clear work plans and behavioral
goals. Support for implementing and
disseminating information on the compe-
tency framework, job profiles, and clearly
defined job families will be substantial.

Crispin Garden-Webster, HR
Specialist who is managing the review of
ADB’s recruitment and selection practices,
said the strategy will improve timeliness,
quality at entry, and transparency in the
selection system. This means improving

consistency in screening, using the new
competency framework to provide better
information and objective criteria for
panels, and setting measures to assess and
improve performance. The initial review
was completed at the end of November,
and work on process improvements will
begin shortly for implementation in April.

Crispin is also developing the
framework for a technical career stream
that proposes progression into the senior
levels. The proposal includes recommen-
dations for career management of
thematic specialists and will address the
need to create a stronger technical
presence at senior levels toward achieving
technical excellence and promoting
coaching, sector/thematic learning and
development, and knowledge manage-
ment. This initiative will be implemented
in early 2005.

Kate Gomm, Training Specialist, and
her team have continued to strengthen
the training and development programs
for managers, and 2005 will see continued
emphasis on this key action. The expanded
leadership development program will
provide more practical skill-based
programs to help managers fulfill the
increased responsibilities expected of
them under the new strategy.

Hyong-Jong Yu, Director of BPHR,
indicated that the strategy provides the
framework for ADB to make significant
improvements in its HR management. He
stressed, however, that everyone must
embrace change if the HR Strategy is to
deliver the desired outcomes.

Everyone can make a difference!

HR STRATEGY Taking a New
Perspective on Staff Matters
After months of work under the leadership of the
Management Committee, the new Human Resources
Strategy for ADB was approved on 15 October.
Susan Kerr takes us through the strategy’s
development process, highlights, and key players.
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New HR Strategy: Summary of Actions
A. Enhance Organizational Capability
• Establish an ADB-wide competency framework and skills inventory.
• Improve timeliness and quality at entry and transparency in the selection system.
• Mainstream gender considerations, particularly by implementing gender action programs.
• Improve managing for diversity.
• Develop an enhanced HR policy framework for resident missions (RMs) in line with decentralization.
• Improve career development opportunities for RM staff.
• Develop managerial and technical/advisory career paths.
• Manage progression through a more flexible level complement system.
• Review career development possibilities other than promotion.
• Review career development for national officers and administrative staff.
• Develop training and development programs to ensure that staff skills can effectively meet ADB's desired business outputs

and outcome.

B.    Establish an Effective Performance Management System
• Establish a new performance management system.
• Develop an incentive system that rewards and recognizes good performance.
• Establish a more effective internal governance system.

C.   Strengthen Leadership and Accountability
• Develop further executive leadership and training programs for managers.
• Develop further the assessment (development) center.
• Define managers' delegated authority and accountability on budgetary and staff resources.
• Address workload issues.

D.    Reorient the HR Function
• Review existing policies and processes.
• Enhance channels of communication in ADB.

Everyone must embrace change if the HR Strategy is to deliver
the desired outcomes.

—BPHR Director Hyong-Jong Yu

  The key players in the HR Strategy are Training
Specialist Kate Gomm, HR Specialist Crispin Garden-
Webster, Policy and Recruitment Planning Unit Head
Susan Kerr, BPMSD Deputy Director General Thelma
Diaz, BPMSD Director General Hideo Nakajima, HR
Specialist Sally Pedersen, and BPHR Director HJ Yu.
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JUST ASK The IRS in Focus

J
ust ask is the slogan of the new
Information Resources and Services
(IRS) Section of OAS. These words
speak volumes for the integration

of the library, records, and archives into a
single focal point for your information
needs. In addition, the merger provides
ADB staff a seamless resource for internal
documents and published materials from
external organizations.

OAS Principal Director Bob Dawson
spearheaded the reorganization to
promote a more efficient and results-
driven work environment. “We need to
have a one-stop-information resource
both for staff and the general public, and
this I believe is what knowledge sharing
and management are all about.  We must
make access to information and services
easy for the people.”

OAFA Director Ken Chee points out
the importance of using new technology
and innovations in IRS.  “We should keep
up with the times. We have to be creative
in finding ways to ensure easy and faster
accessibility of these information
materials.”

The IRS also goes by the slogan
“service equity,” which expresses its
commitment to provide equitable services
to headquarters and field offices through
increased use of electronic resources.

Led by IRS Section Head Sharon
Henry, the IRS strongly supports OAS’
vision and ADB’s knowledge management
initiatives. “In IRS, we are working hard to
improve the dissemination of information
and respond to the challenge of reaching
and attending to the needs of a wider
audience. Just ask, and we’ll be here to
assist you.”

Through e-mail or a call to an IRS
contact person, ADB staff will get a quick
response. Requests can include informa-
tion and reference assistance; books,
articles, journals, documents, and Learning
Resources Center materials; interlibrary

loans; photos; slides; files; creating and
converting forms; guidance in records
management; and access to archival
materials. That’s knowledge sharing at its
best!

The library’s collection is a joint effort
of library and ADB staff. Apart from an
array of online journal subscriptions,
serials, newswires, country reports,
statistical databases, and reference
materials, IRS offers valuable databases,
notably the Online Public Access Catalog
and internal databases on ADB administra-
tive and operational documents and
reports. IRS services include recommenda-
tions for new library resources; training,
demonstrations, tours, and visits; turnover
of inactive records; request for inactive
files;  loan and technical assistance
numbering; microfilming services; and
conversion to CDs of paper documents.

IRS plays a large role in knowledge
sharing and management as an active
participant in Knowledge Management
Applications (KMApps) and is developing
two projects (After Action Report and TA
Consultants Reports online) in the
KMApps framework.

IRS also plays a major role in OAS
initiatives for ADB’s reform agenda with two
Six Sigma projects—on recovering records
as part of business continuity management
and on maximizing the use of electronic
resources of the library. IRS has also
developed its part of the OAS Balanced
Scorecard and acts as secretariat of the OAS
Reform Agenda Working Group.

For more on IRS services, go to http://
oas.asiandevbank.org/oas0065p.nsf/
irs?OpenFrameSet.

The Library
In 2005, you will find dramatic physical
changes in the library as work on the atria
and space maximization projects begin,
reflecting the increasing role of electronic
resources in a modern library. Since ADB

was established, the library’s collection has
diversified from purely print to electronic.
ADB staff members now have at their
desktops access to over 3,000 journals,
including EIU (Economist Intelligence Unit)
and Oxford Analytica. More institutions are
offering electronic versions of their publica-
tions; for example, ADB staff can access the
World Bank’s e-library and Source OECD.

The library is in keeping with the OAS
motto of “Quality Service, Sustaining
Excellence. ”To encourage staff to maxi-
mize the use of its resources and services,
the library sends out regularly information
alerts to groups or individuals; announces
services and electronic resources available
in ADB Today, the OAS Newsletter, and the
OAS web site; briefs new staff personally in
HQ and via videoconferences in RMs,
including a demonstration of how to use
the online catalog; and compiles pathfind-
ers on e-library, thematic, or topical areas.

Users
Despite electronic resources, people still
do use the library. More than 200 warm
bodies visit daily to get reference and
research assistance, use the computers,
scan newspapers, borrow materials, and
use the collection. They fall into three
major categories:
• ADB staff in HQ and field offices.

Departments are heavy users, particu-
larly for special projects or activities. In
September 2004, SPD topped the list,
followed by ECRD and ERD. OAS
garnered the highest usage for the
previous 3 months, followed by ECRD
and RSDD.

• Consultants, interns, secondees, and
dependents. They use the library for
research projects and technical assis-
tance reports.

• External users. They come from the
academe, government, private compa-
nies, and nongovernment organizations.

Records and Archives
The Records and Archives Unit is one of
the earliest offices created by ADB. It
facilitates the storage and retrieval of
information contained in records. The unit
has created systems, procedures, and tools
to manage ADB’s information assets. The

Before the Internet, the library was the primary source of
knowledge. Today, the library is part of an integrated sec-
tion to meet staff’s increasing need for information more
efficiently, Malou F. Punzalan reports.

AROUND THE BANK
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Subject Guide Classification Guide has
been used since the 1970s and has been
revised to comply with ADB’s changing
directions. Several databases have also
been developed to help in retrieving
information in records.

The unit lists all record series created
by departments and assigns a schedule on
how long these materials will remain in
active or inactive storage. It develops a
record retention and disposition schedule
that is prepared in line with the require-
ments of the creating department.
Records may be kept for 1, 5, 10, or 25
years depending on the department's use.
Materials with continuing or permanent
value to ADB are transferred to the
archives for permanent storage. Other
or obsolete materials are shredded.

IRS Staff: Reading and
Other Pastimes

Though surrounded by books and
documents the whole working day,
many IRS staff members still consider
reading a favorite pastime. When Len
Aspera is not singing or dancing, she’s
reading. Anna Canlas is fond of books
on children, and  Lei Correo  has de-
voured the entire Harry Potter series
and the Chronicles of Narnia. Cecile
Guioguio loves both books and mov-
ies on romance, JV Husmillo is glued
to spy thrillers and suspense, and Riza
Majarreis writes her own suspense and romantic novels as well.
Bambi Martinez’s favorites  include One Hundred Years of Soli-
tude,Man's Search for Meaning, and The Griffin and Sabine Trilogy.
Beng Matullano is a Book Club habitue, and Robert Monroy
prefers tomes on gardening and landscaping. Scrapbooks are
the preference of Mavic Montañez while Tess Perez is hooked
on the works of John Sanford and Mary Higgins Clark. Brand-
new mom Monnete Ruaya loves fiction, and Ruben Salvino
reads when he’s not playing sports or gardening. Two staffers,
however, would rather surf the net:  Lorna Leonen (who’s also
into aerobics) and Riza Villafaña (who’s fluent in Bahasa Indo-
nesia and wishes to get a degree in special education one day).

Daisy Boro (finishing her MBA soon) and Jun Buncab (plays
bowling and basketball) are choir members.  Active in other civic
activities are Susan Amomoy (acts, dances, and sings with pre-
school children), Eloy Liwanag (spends evenings in community
services), Jem Monzuela (preaches), and Roland Valenciano
(president of his parish’s council).

Bobbie Montesa, Vice-President of the Society of Filipino
Archivists, loves to cook and eat. Dan Santos is basically a home-
body after commuting daily to Bulacan. Lee Dizon (reads fan-
tasy books to her child) and Rose Veluz both dabble in cooking

Staffing
In many organizations, merging libraries,
records, and archives is a growing trend.
This has opened opportunities for cross
training, multitasking, and blending of
skills.

Most library staff members are
licensed librarians with a master's degree
in library or information science, or in a
related discipline. Staff members in the
records and archives have different
backgrounds.  Three IRS staff members
have qualifications in both areas. A
growing trend is to have subject special-
ists with library/information science
backgrounds to focus on the information

requirements of the thematic or sector
areas of ADB.

IRS also requires its staff to be up-to-
date in library science, archives administra-
tion, or records management. They are
encouraged to read scholarly materials or
to pursue further studies in any of the
information science courses on- or off-site.

IRS supports knowledge management,
an ADB-wide initiative that requires strong
commitment and participation by all staff at
all levels. With dedicated staff, efficient
services, and vast resources, the IRS is able
to effectively deliver knowledge products
and services. They are ready to serve.
Just ask.

and enjoy books on baking and cooking. Ched Baltao is a certi-
fied movie and TV buff,  and so is Racquel Rodriguez a couch
potato. Linda Wayman listens to classical music and love songs,
and collects coins and paper bills of various countries. Louise
Balbin likes playing the keyboard and violin and listens to clas-
sical music.  Rudy Serrano sings or listens to his favorite songs
of Matt Monro or works as a handyman at home, but finds time
to attend records/archives management seminars to continu-
ously hone his skills. Like Beng M., Tess Reyes opts to travel for
rest and recreation.

The sporty types at IRS are Josie Absalon (bowling, badmin-
ton, and volleyball), Gigi Aricheta (badminton with her family),
Noel Javier (jogging, tennis, and motorcycling), Cris Lardizabal
(basketball and auto mechanics), Gina San Buenaventura
(bowling and badminton), Enteng Tenefrancia (basketball, bil-
liards, bowling, and mountain climbing), and Arnold Zafra (bad-
minton, bowling, and dancing). Other bowling enthusiasts are
Len A., Jun B., Lei C., Ruben S., Roland V., and Riza V.

Petite Geronimo, like Arnold Z., is a member of the ADB
Dance Guild. She gets a high from dancing, akin to the high she
gets when giving immediate information to users and training
them in the use of electronic resources.
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 THE PACEMAKERS
Tony de Vera, Graham
Dwyer, Gene Loarca, Jay
Maclean, Guy Sacerdoti,
Eiichi Sasaki, Carlo
Serrano, and Manny
Yoingco set the beat of
the night with Also Sprach
Zarathustra . . . it’s
showtime!

SUGANYA HUTASERANI and REY NAVARRO
back-to-back with Sinta

PANGARAP FOUNDATION presents a play on
street life as an opening number

GINGGING CAPULONG coos If You Could Read My
Mind

RICHARD VOKES, RICHARD STANLEY AND
GRAHAM DWYER A striking trio with Heartbeat

PRESIDENT TADAO CHINO sings Kung Kailangan Mo
Ako, Kimi To Itfu Mademo, Can’t Help Falling in Love with
You, and Maging Sino Ka Man with Margie Nadal on
piano

 CHORALE entertains through musical favorites To Where You Are, This Is the Moment,
and Love Is a Wonderful Thing

 ZURI VALBUENA sings You’re Still You

DELIGHTED VIPs give big cheers to the performers

KITCHIE NADAL sings all original compositions Run,
Fire, and Bulong

JOJI PEROCHO AND GIDEON BAGUIO  The duet
renders a Love Medley

KATHLEEN MOKTAN Queen of hearts and host for
the auctions  a ladybug stuffed toy to help the show’s
fund-raising

THE FIVE SISTERS  Nica and Cayle Anaya, Jeremy
Tapayan, Mary Ann Hernan, and Angela Biag stage
their version of Fighter and Come on Over
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 MANILA EXPRESS
Masato Miyachi, Shin
Iida, Hideko Fukuda,
Kyoko Tamura, CJ
Mongcopa, Jing Guanla,
and Rachel Macalincag
render Honey My Love,
Fall in Love, Girl from
Ipanema

  OHME RICO rocks
with Crazy Little Thing
Called Love

 EVERYBODY
Nonong Estrella leads
the cast with a reprise
of Can’t You Hear My
Heartbeat? as the final
number of Heartbeat—
Show 2004

 RUBEN MARTINEZ
strums For Baby

 LORIE MOYA and
RHONA MAE
AMORADO sings Last
Dance

 VOKES FOLKS  render Still Standing

 RICHARD AND MARIANNE STANLEY present their version of Hero

 CROWD CHEER Audience rapport

  DANCE GUILD Pam Mallo, Rina Roxas, Chris Cruz, and
Fats Catacutan heighten the excitement with Fever

 TSUKASA MAEKAWA presents the Magic Show

  CHILDREN OF THE CROWD gather in front of the
stage to get a closer look at the tricks

K.E. SEETHARAM  Chairperson of the SCF Steering
Committee reports that the show raised P3 million
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 DANCE GUILD Arnold Zafra, BJ Elizaga, Berdz
Santos, and Arnel de Gracia strut to the tune of Manila
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One ADB, One Look

W
hat would you think if you

saw a pink Starbucks sign? A
thunderbolt instead of the
“swoosh” on a pair of Nike

running shoes? A giant cow horn instead
of the golden arches over McDonald’s?

Most likely you’d do a double take
and wonder what was going on.

Branding is all about distinguishing
“us” from “them” by building an image and
fulfilling promises. Core values are the
foundation. The visual identity is the “look.”
When a graphic symbol is repeated often
enough, people remember it—and the
organization or products represented.

Even though ADB isn’t a private sector
business, our look is important. Many ADB
personnel, however, have been confused
as to how and when to apply our main
identifiers—the emblem (official seal) and
the corporate mark (ADB blue block).

The consequence has been inconsis-
tency in applying the identifiers across
ADB materials. ADB’s business cards
provide a good example: we have more
than 100 different designs—all represent-
ing the same organization!

“Such irregularities dilute ADB’s visual
image and, consequently, its impact. With
70% of what people remember coming
from visuals, a consistently strong look is
vital,” explains Vice-President (Knowledge

The new visual identity system will ensure a consistently
strong look for ADB materials, as Carolyn Dedolph
reports. The system will take effect on 1 January 2005.

Management and Sustainable Develop-
ment) Geert van der Linden , in the
introduction of ADB’s new Visual Identity
System, called One ADB, One Look: Asian
Development Bank’s Visual Identity System.
This comprehensive set of guidelines and
templates will help create a uniform look
for all ADB corporate materials and
regulate the use of both ADB identifiers
across items (see box).

Standardizing ADB’s Look
Over the past 18 months, an interdepart-
mental working group led by the Office of
External Relations (OER) has been con-
ducting intensive, ADB-wide consultations
to review the current status of our visual
identity.

“The main purpose of implementing a
Visual Identity System is to clean up and
standardize ADB’s look by consistently
applying the ADB identifiers across all ADB
materials—from business cards to books
to banners,” says Mr. van der Linden.

The new set of guidelines is intended
to create a strong, unified, recognizable
visual identity for ADB that conforms to
international best practice, ensures quality
control, and raises awareness among staff
that ADB’s organizational identity must be
respected as a valued asset. OER will direct
implementation.

“With a solid system in place, ADB will
benefit from a strong, coherent visual
identity through a standardized and
refined look, and improved efficiency.
Internally, this will increase employees’
sense of identity, and, externally, enhance
recognition of ADB,” he adds.

Rolling out the Visual Identity System
OER will begin implementing ADB’s Visual
Identity System on 1 January 2005. In
coordination with the Office of Adminis-
trative Services, there will be a 3-month
transition period to consume old stationery
and paper stocks and to print new materials.
A general information campaign and a
session for publishing professionals will be
conducted in December with briefings for
all departments, offices, and resident
missions/representative offices in January.

A short brochure providing general
information on ADB’s Visual Identity
System will be provided in December to
ADB staff. Detailed guidelines, templates,
color information, and official graphic
files—of primary interest to ADB's
publishing professionals—will be available
on a CD-ROM and intranet site by
1 January 2005. A Visual Identity Help Desk
(e-mail: visualidentity@adb.org, local
70180) has also been established to assist
staff members.

So remember: from now on it’s one
ADB, one look.

LOOKING SHARP BPHR’s Sophia Cho
presents the new look of ADB
business cards

ADB Identifier Use Across Materials
OFFICIAL SEAL
• Front of ADB buildings/offices

(headquarters and resident
missions/representative offices),
and their main reception areas

• Flag
• Annual meeting material
• Anniversary material
• Legal documents (dry seal)
• Certificates (dry seal)

BLUE BLOCK
• Stationery, business cards
• Board documents
• Annual Report
• Books and institutional publications
• Web site, ADB portal
• E-mail stationery
• Videos
• PowerPoint presentations
• Public awareness materials (booklets,

brochures, leaflets, posters, banners)
• Advertisements
• Business forms
• Souvenirs, merchandise
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Visual Identity
TIPS and GUIDELINES

What are ADB’s identifiers?
An identifier is a graphic symbol used to
represent an organization (see box above).
ADB has two: the emblem (official seal) and
the corporate mark (blue block). The official
seal is reserved for the front of all ADB
buildings/offices (headquarters and
resident missions/representative offices)
and their main reception areas; the flag;
high-level ceremonial purposes such as
annual meetings and anniversary celebra-
tions; and as a dry seal on some legal
documents and certificates (see box). The
ADB blue block is used as our primary
identifier on all other materials.

Where can I get files of the identifiers?
Always use the official graphic files. Never
make your own. Files are available along
with various templates on the ADB portal
at http://OER/visual-identity and on the
One ADB, One Look CD, which may be
obtained from the Visual Identity Help Desk
(local 70180). Commonly used templates are
listed below.

Am I allowed to alter the identifiers?
No. Please do not attach anything to the
identifiers or insert words or images.

Should I print memos in color so the
blue block is rendered in blue?
Always print memoranda in black. There is
no need to print them in color.

Who is responsible for visual identity?
The Office of External Relations. But

promoting the image of ADB is everyone’s
responsibility.

What’s the difference between internal
and external audiences?
None. ADB materials should be produced
with an external audience in mind
because “internal” materials typically are
shared with “external” stakeholders.

What should I do if someone asks for
ADB’s logo?
Consult the Visual Identity Help Desk (local
70180).

How do I handle identifiers for joint
activities or materials?
For print and electronic materials, such as
press releases, copublished books, web
sites, and banners, use all the publishers’
identifiers on the front cover/page, home
page, or banner unless there are too many
(more than three) for this to be practical.
If this is the case, have the identifiers or
names appear elsewhere.

Are other organizations' identifiers
allowed on ADB materials?
Use the identifiers of partner organizations
when recognition needs to be given on a
book, banner, or other items. Cases not
covered in the One ADB, One Look Visual
Identity System should be discussed with
the Visual Identity Help Desk.

When should I promote ADB?
If ADB funding is used to support a project
or ADB is a partner in an activity, use the
ADB blue block on all associated materials
(books, brochures, banners, web sites, and
others). ADB identifiers must not be used
for commercial purposes, such as for an
ADB endorsement of a for-profit product
or service.

Should departments, offices, and other
ADB entities create their own identifiers?
No. For a cohesive and consistent corpo-
rate visual image, ADB departments,
offices, resident missions, representative
offices, units, and other entities should not
create their own identifiers. An organiza-

Identifiers
Graphic symbols

Visual Identity
Unique visual elements that distinguish
and identify an organization

Visual Identity System
A manual containing information on an
organization’s identifier and rules for ap-
plying it through a set of standards,
guidelines, and templates

Useful Templates on
http://oer/visual-identity
(effective 1 January 2005)

MEMORANDA
internal_memo.dot

FAX FORM
fax_form.dot

POWERPOINT PRESENTATION
TEMPLATES
ADB_bands.pot,
ADB_bands_green.pot,
ADB_bands_light.pot,
ADB_bluearc.pot,
ADB_bluediamond.pot,
ADB_bluemoon.pot,
ADB_blueswoosh.pot, ADB_sand.pot

POWERPOINT HANDOUT COVER PAGE
PPT_coverpage.dot

tion should have only one primary
identifier, and for ADB, that is the blue
block. We should strengthen—not
dilute—our image by not altering our
identifiers or creating totally new ones.
Instead, ADB entities should have their
materials produced in innovative ways
that provide a distinctive look through
color, type fonts, and packaging while still
retaining a strong ADB corporate visual
identity. Consult the Visual Identity Help
Desk for assistance.

Are unique identifiers allowed for
campaigns, special events, special
programs, and ADB annual meetings?
Identifiers for specific purposes with a
fixed time frame may be developed in
coordination with the Office of External
Relations. Examples include
• campaigns, such as for ISO certification;
• special events, such as the Children’s

Art Competition;
• Special programs, such as the Water

Awareness Program; and
• ADB annual meetings.
The ADB identifier should always appear
with the unique identifier, but the latter
should stand out.
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Beginning in December, shatter resistant film (SRF) will be
installed around HQ on windows and in internal areas
with large glass panels. This is the first phase of the
Board-approved rehabilitation of HQ, also known as the

special capital budget projects (SCBP).
The urgency for installing SRF was underscored during the

OAS-organized town hall meeting on SCBP held 29 October in
the auditorium. A video on two windows—one with SRF and the
other without—clearly showed the benefit of installing SRF. In the
window without SRF, a strong impact caused pieces of glass to be
sprayed for quite a distance while in the window with SRF, the
shattered glass stayed more or less in place on the film. Splinters
from broken glass panels flying through the air because of a man-
made or natural calamity can cause serious injury or even death.

HQ was designed in the late 1980s and remains relatively
efficient, but wear and tear is inevitable so you can expect more
changes and construction work to improve our workplace. To
create a healthier, safer, and more work-conducive environment,
the SCBP has three major subprojects: enhanced security access
control; rehabilitation of building facilities; and space planning
and optimization. Staff, consultants, and contractors will be
informed in advance of the installation schedule to allow time to
secure their personal belongings.

Top Four Things You Should Know About SRF
1. It reduces significant injuries/fatalities in the event of a bomb
blast.
2. It reduces injury due to glass shattering in the event of
severe earth tremors or airborne objects striking glass during
typhoons.

HQ RENOVATION UPDATE
Avoiding Shattered Glass

3. It stops shattered glass from disintegrating.
4. It has no noticeable effect on either light transmission or
clarity of view through the windows following the prescribed
“curing” time  of about 30 days.

Do’s on SRF
• Allow a maximum amount of air to circulate on the window by

leaving your office door open as much as possible during the
drying period.

• Leave your blinds open during the drying period.

Don’ts on SRF
• Don’t post or attach any material with adhesive (e.g., posters,

ads, notices, pictures, hooks) on glass panels that have been
protected with SRF.

• Don’t apply any external pressure (e.g., window cleaning) for 30
days after installation.

• Avoid using sharp or pointed objects to remove dirt and stains.
For window cleaning, call the maintenance staff as they are
trained in proper procedures.

A year after implementation, has ISO made
a difference at ADB?

In the first year of ISO implementa-
tion, ADB reduced paper costs by more
than half from almost $26,000 per month
in 2003 to $12,000 per month in 2004. This
adds up to a total savings of $162,516 over
the past 12 months.

That’s impressive, but we can do even
better by considering these practices at
our workstations.
• Maximize the use of e-mail for internal

communication.

• Limit the number of hard copies
whenever possible.

• Use paper-based consumables wisely
(e.g., paper napkin, toilet paper, paper
towel, or paper wrapper).

• Reuse paper as necessary by printing
on the clean side of used paper with the
used side crossed out to avoid confu-
sion—back-to-back printing using good
quality bond paper.

• For faxed messages, print on used paper
with the used side crossed out.

• For internal routing, recycle used

As a first step in rehabilitating HQ,
shatter-resistant film will be installed, as
Cathy Reyes-Angus updates us.

ISO A Year Later ADB Cuts Paper Consumption in Half
envelopes and use trimmed scratch
papers for internal messages whenever
possible.

Paper Consumption Before ISO 1st Year  of ISO
Implementation

Kilograms per month 29,038 15,658
$ per month $ 25,926.00 $12,383.00
$ per person
  per month $10.80 $4.76
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A Day in the Life of ADB Today
As ADB Today nears its second anniversary, Bank Forum
brings you an insider’s view of what goes on before the
e-newsletter reaches your inbox every morning. Here is
Christine Orquiola’s  firsthand account.

A
s soon as the ADB Today
computer is switched on at
around 7:00 a.m., a flurry of
activity begins with last-minute

changes to make, spell checks to run, and
clearances to obtain. The frenzy doesn't let
up until after 8:30 a.m. when it is sent out
to more than 3,000 staff members,
consultants, contractors, and secondees at
HQ, RMs, ROs, and ADBI. That achieved,
the process immediately starts for the
next edition which will gradually take
shape throughout the day. We
trawl through our inbox,
which is almost always
chockfull of a variety of
requests for posting. Aside
from preparing the next
edition, time is also spent
attending to requests,
queries, and hopefully not
too many complaints.

If ADB Today had a
mission statement, it would
be that it is a service for the
whole Bank that strives for
100% accuracy with regard
to content and placement.
But it is a daily newslet-
ter often produced
under tight deadlines,
so occasionally there is
a slipup in content, or
an item may inadvert-
ently be left out. In
these cases, we try our
best to rectify the error in
the next issue to smooth
ruffled feathers. Failing
that, we endure a raking
over the coals! It isn’t always
rough sailing though, as
most folks at ADB are
patient, helpful, and a
delight to work with.

ADB’s web site analysis gives some
insight into the staff’s online reading
habits. For instance, the figures for

September 2004 show that Thursday,
23 September was the most popular day.
Lead items included the ADO Update
launch, ADBI journalism awards, and a
Show 2004 Heartbeat reminder. Activity
was highest between 9:00 and 10:00 a.m.
The most downloaded file that month was
the Board and Management retreat
photos. Other frequently downloaded files
were the photo collage and the program
of Show 2004.

In comparison, in the same month last
year the most active day was Wednesday
the 10th, which headlined the Southeast
Asia forum on greenhouse gases, the staff
engagement survey, and a report on the
Songhua River Basin Flood Management
Project launch. Activity was highest
between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m. The most

downloaded file was the staff
engagement survey results while
other frequent choices were
photos of the MBA teambuilding

workshop and Show 2003
performers.

ADB Today has been
issued 450 times (as of

this writing) since it was
launched on 10 January
2003. ADB Today Extra, the
special edition sent out
during the day on urgent
and important matters,
often on security issues,
has been sent 66 times to
date.

ADB Today has had its
share of accolades and
good feedback. It is read by
almost everyone—from
the President’s office to
contractors to former
employees. Getting
important messages out to
people who need them
truly makes producing it a
worthwhile endeavor.

ADB Today is a product
of OER. Graham Dwyer is

the team leader, supported
by Guia de Guzman and by

myself, Christine Orquiola.
Tina Bonoan, Joyce Meneses, and

Roger San Pedro provide technical
support.

ADB Today Team: (from top, clockwise) Graham Dwyer,
Guia De Guzman, Christine Orquiola, Tina Bonoan, Roger
San Pedro, and Joyce Meneses
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ROGER BURSTON
1 I was very pleasantly surprised. It was an
absolute honor to be considered in this way
by my colleagues. However, I did consider
the news to be rather ironical as I had
expressed concerns about this particular
survey during earlier BPMSD meetings with
the Staff Council. My concerns were not

delegation. To give honest feedback whether
it is positive or negative. To provide a
supportive framework for the division’s goals
and achievements to be attained.
6 I have worked with many from whom I
have drawn inspiration. The one person who
stands out, however, is Miklos Nemeth,
former VP for Personnel and Administration
at the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) with whom I worked
for 8 years.  Miklos was the Prime Minister of
Hungary during the fall of the Berlin Wall
which led to significant changes throughout
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
He played one of the most important roles in
this event as he allowed the Hungarian
borders to be opened, resulting in rapid
changes in the region. He did this despite
pressure to stop refugees from crossing the
borders. Miklos later joined EBRD to further
assist the region. Despite his role in history,
Miklos was the most approachable, prag-
matic, and politically astute person I have
had the pleasure to work with. Truly, a “best
manager.” Apart from this, he was a
Manchester United supporter, which
guarantees good judgment!
7 We all have different personalities, styles,
and approaches in the way we work and
interact with others. It is important to
recognize this and to be flexible in our
dealings at all levels. Recognize the impor-
tant contributions of others; do not claim
credit for the achievement of others; be
open and frank but fair. We should be careful
to ensure that our decisions consider the
interests and goals of the organization.
8 I am most certainly in favor of a 360-
degree feedback mechanism. I have had
previous experience with such an approach,
and I have found it to be an extremely
important developmental tool. However, I
firmly believe that such mechanisms should
be used to assist in training and developing
managers rather than in providing input into
the performance appraisal. This is also the
approach recommended by most organiza-
tions that carry out such exercises. The
feedback questionnaires of such recognized
systems are normally designed in a carefully
structured manner that really helps to
analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the
individuals being assessed.
9 Those that I have already referred to
above.
10 From the working perspective,
those that I mentioned above. From the
personal perspective, my family—my
parents, brother, sister, my wife, and my
children.

1. What did you feel when you learned that you were one of the best
managers based on the Manager Recognition Program survey of the
Staff Council ?

2. How has your life, particularly work, changed since?
3. In your view, what qualities earned you the title?
4. Have you always been good at managing things—at work? at home?
5. How would you describe your management style?
6. Who would you consider to be a role model for managers? Why?
7. As a role model for managers in ADB, what advice can you give

incumbent managers and those aspiring to be managers?
8. Are you in favor of a 360-degree feedback mechanism? Why?
9. What values do you hold dear?
10. Who influenced you greatly in your life and how?

BEST MANAGERS
In the September issue, Bank Forum featured Tom Crouch
who made it to the top of the list of best managers based
on a Staff Council survey. In this issue, we present the other
best managers. We asked them 10 questions on manage-
ment style and other issues.

about whether we should evaluate manag-
ers—I think it is appropriate for managers to
understand how they can improve their
managerial skills—but whether this exercise
was the right way of making such an
assessment. I should also say that the term
“best managers” should be used very
carefully. We should not assume that there
are no other managers within the organiza-
tion deserving of such recognition.
2 I cannot say that very much has changed,
except that I should not be complacent, as I
am sure there are further ways in which I can
improve.
3 It is difficult to know what qualities
others appreciate; however, I try to be frank,
open, and honest. I consider it important to
listen and to acknowledge the achievements
of others. Constructive criticism is important.
Working in a multicultural environment, it is
important to understand and to have
respect for cultural differences and sensitivi-
ties.
4 My family would be in a better position
to comment on whether I manage things as
well at home.  I am not suggesting that they
be sent the questionnaire though!
5 Empowerment and appropriate

Roger Burston
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JOHN COONEY
1 Surprise, puzzlement, and pleasure in
that order. I wasn’t aware the survey was
going on until I started receiving e-mails of
congratulations from HQ.
2 Since this was the time that I was
preparing to return to HQ after more than
4 fascinating and, I think, effective years in Sri
Lanka, my life—work and personal—was
changing in many ways. The best manager
award impact was perhaps a little over-
whelmed by everything else that was going
on then. Having said that, I feel that the
award did provide a comforting underpin-
ning during the always difficult transition
from resident mission to HQ life.
3 I suspect it was more the qualities of
the team I was privileged to lead that made
the difference. If I contributed at all, perhaps
it was because I tried always to look after
their interests while giving them the
freedom to do what they were tasked to do
without interfering in every detail. Perhaps
also the award reflects the fact that we
found ourselves to be present at a critical
time in Sri Lanka’s history and were able to
move quickly and in practical ways to help
the country recover from many years of
conflict. Together we were able to develop
and implement projects that changed
people’s lives. I found this enormously
rewarding, and I'm quite sure the team
thought so too.
4 I suspect my family would agree that my
management skills are rather more apparent
at work than they are at home. For both
aspects of my life, though, I do tend to look
out into the distance to where I would like to
be and then devise an approach to getting
there that is simple and, hopefully, effective.
Common to both areas, and here others
might definitely disagree, is my preference
for listening to other opinions, using them to
inform my own, and then deciding what
needs to be done.
5 Perhaps inclusive would define it best
though it sometimes leads to an impression
of indecisiveness.
6 In generic terms, a manager I would
consider a role model would require these
qualities: an ability to listen; an ability to
enthuse a team to move willingly in a
direction; an ability to break complex issues
down into manageable components; and an
ability to make fair, balanced and, when
necessary, unpleasant decisions. I don’t know
some of the selected managers in this survey
as well as I know others, but my sense is that
most would possess most of these qualities.
7 I wouldn’t see myself as a role model;
however, I do have a couple of suggestions.

The first is that one should avoid the
temptation of confusing oneself with
someone important. If you succeed in this,
you will have gone a long way toward being
a successful manager. Listen well and avoid
micromanaging; guide, don't control—you
don’t have all the answers simply because
you’re a manager.
8 On balance, yes even though the
outcomes can be quite disturbing for the
manager and also for the organization. I
would like to see this introduced as part of
the PER process, at least for a pilot period.
9 An interesting question that I've never
really thought much about. I suppose I
would put integrity, trust, and loyalty close to
the top of the list.
10 Many people. I was lucky to have very
good parents who worked very hard to
make sure that my brothers and I had the
opportunities that they missed out on. I was
also very fortunate to have a number of very
good teachers—fairly rare in the country
areas of Australia in which I grew up. My
family obviously has always influenced me—
having people for whom you care and who
depend on you definitely focuses the mind.
Finally, and without trying to sound
politically correct or step out of character,
people with whom and for whom we work—
the less fortunate people in our partner
countries. I have in mind one example
among many: the children in war-damaged
schools in Sri Lanka and their joy when we
worked with them to rebuild and equip their
buildings. This and many other similar
experiences make it all worthwhile.

PATRICK GIRAUD
1 A great pride! I try to do my best to make
my staff feel good and be good in their work,
and it was a great reward to see that they felt
it and appreciated it.
2 Not too much I should say. Maybe I have

been even more attentive to being a good
manager to make sure that I continue to be
deserving of the reward!
3 I am open, frank, caring, supportive, and I
have a good sense of humor. I could find
more, but it would be too much!
4 I believe I have always been, maybe
because I was the eldest of three children
living with only our mother since I was 15. I
had to have a father-like behavior with my
brother and sister. I then later developed a
tendency to manage too much at home! I
believe I’ve changed at least a little bit, and I
now enjoy being managed by my loved one!
At work, I had a few “managing breaks” in my
career when I worked as a consultant and
just had to manage myself which was
however sometimes a challenge!
5 Une main de fer dans un gant de velour!
You could translate this as “an iron hand in a
velvet glove” although the iron may be
bending sometimes.
6 I have nobody in mind. If it comes to my
mind I will tell you—promise! I must say that
I was extremely flattered when Jill de Villa
told me at the award ceremony that it was
how my staff was seeing me!
7 Be yourself—don’t pretend when you
don't know, and be able to change your
mind when you find out that you are wrong.
Be available to your staff and take time for
them; even if you don’t have it. Know how to
support them when they need it—and not
to when they don’t. The most difficult is to
assess when you are needed or not!
8 Totally! I discovered it in the Fundamen-
tals of MBA managerial training program of
ADB that I attended in 2002. It is an excellent
tool for assessing how you are perceived,
comparing it to how you perceive yourself,
and making the adjustments needed.
Feedback is a great help for managers.

John Cooney

Patrick Giraud
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9 Honesty (in relation to feelings),
tolerance, friendship, and love... I am
obviously French!
10 When I was young, like most kids, my
father was a role model, but my mother later
played a more discreet but very definite role.
As I grew older and worked on the five
continents, many more rich individualities
crossed my life and guided or influenced me,
but I cannot single out one more than the
others. In the past 4 years, I have gained
more understanding of others and of myself,
thanks to my loved one and her unique
bubbly personality! We are very different in
many respects, although very complemen-
tary, and we learn a lot from each other.

NIGEL RAYNER
1 Very surprised!
2 I don’t think it has changed.
3 That is very hard for me to answer.  One

possibility might be that I believe in treating
other people in the same way as I would like
to be treated.
4 I wouldn’t say that was the case either at
work or at home.
5 “Hands off.” I believe in giving staff the
opportunity to do their work without me
constantly trying to micromanage their
activities provided that they deliver good
work on time!
6 Tom Crouch’s comment in Bank Forum
about the captains of sports teams as role
models is an excellent and very appropriate
one. A good captain recognizes that team
objectives will only be achieved if all players
do their parts to the best of their abilities. A
team that works well together and for each
other will usually do better than a team of

individualists who concentrate only on their
own performances. The captain’s job is to get
everyone to play together and to bring the
best out of his/her team.
7 To provide effective leadership, you need
the respect of your staff. Respect has to be
earned; it does not arrive automatically with
a job title. As part of this, don't ask your staff
to do something that you would not do. Also,
respect your staff and treat them as you
would wish to be treated by your bosses.
Listen and observe before you talk and act.
8 Most definitely yes. Input from those
who report to you is essential if you are to
get the best out of yourself and your team.
9 Integrity, respect for the views of others,
and hard work. However, this last one should
also be combined with the ability to enjoy life.
10 In terms of my personal values, my
parents have been the biggest influence on
my life. Other influences include the friends
with whom I used to go rock climbing and
mountaineering as with them I learned the
importance of good teamwork and trusting
other people to do their jobs properly. If I
had not learned this, I am not sure I would be
here today!

FREDERICK ROCHE
1 I was pleased but surprised as I hadn’t
paid much attention to the survey. I also felt
and still feel that other managers in the
department are more deserving, so I guess
my second reaction was to question the
scientific reliability of the survey.
2 No change. I keep the award on my shelf
but discreetly hidden behind various papers.
SARD is a busy department, so one must just
keep plugging away.
3 I often get deeply into the substance
of the division’s work, not just the “rules and
processes,” and try to help mission leaders
deal with technical details often with
rewriting difficult sections of their RRPs/TAs. I
hope I can be relied upon to go the extra
mile whenever people need it. It is impor-
tant to keep a balanced view of ADB’s work
as perceived by the outside world. We are
not a perfect institution and need to be
modest insofar as there are limits to what we
can accomplish. It is also important to have
compassion for the personal problems that
people occasionally struggle with. This can be
much more important than key result areas.
4 At ADB, no! There is little in rising
through the ranks in ADB that prepares you
for managing unless you have the advantage
of being a frequent OIC for extended periods
before promotion to L7, which I did not. I
applied for the manager’s position on the
suggestion of my former Deputy Director

Muhammad Tusneem. His subsequent
open-door policy and consistently sharp and
insightful advice were a godsend during my
first 2 years as I struggled to learn by doing.
And I am still learning! At home? Ask again
in a few years. If my three children get
through college and establish healthy,
happy lives, then I will be content.
5 I try to avoid micromanagement, so the
squeaky wheel gets the grease! Basically, I
have confidence in the competence of the
division’s people and leave it to them to do
their work and let me know whenever there is
an issue or problem that needs my attention.
This has worked reasonably well so far.
6 If you mean specific individuals, then I
think either Tadashi Kondo or Ed Haugh
are exemplary and would have been more
deserving of this award. They are experi-
enced, shrewd, good judges of people and
incredibly patient!
7 Be prepared for an incredible learning
experience. Remember that communication
and people skills are the keys. Learn that
your job is to bring out the best in everyone
while adjusting to and tweaking weaknesses
positively. By all means, find an advisor to
latch onto whenever difficult decisions must
be made.
8 Absolutely, if the process is mutually
supportive and constructive. ADB should
encourage this from bottom to top and back
down again.
9 Life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness and
especially TGIF!
10 When I was in school/university, various
teachers were very influential. At ADB, Hans
Springer and Dr. Tusneem provided
invaluable trust and guidance. I have also
been incredibly blessed with a very loving
and patient wife.

ROBERT SIY, JR.
1 I was honored, but at the same time
humbled by the award.  I know that I have
many shortcomings and areas where I can
improve my management style.

Nigel Rayner

Frederick Roche
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2 Now, I often ask myself what I need to do
more of and what I should change.
3 I believe that everyone I work with wants
to be effective and productive , and a big
part of my job is to facilitate that result.
4 Certainly not.  At work and at home, I
have many deficiencies in my various roles.  I
try to learn from my mistakes and to do
better the next time around.
5 I guess my style varies with the situation.
When staff members are capable and
confident and know what to do, I give them
a free hand and get out of the way. When
guidance and closer supervision is needed, I
try to be more of a coach or counselor.
6 I like Capt. Jean-Luc Picard of Star Trek:
The Next Generation.  He is able to inspire
and lead his crew to face difficult challenges,
even the unknown, and to achieve great
things.

7 Believe in your team and their talents;
look for synergies; encourage creativity and
innovation; and communicate often to make
sure staff members are comfortable with
their work and with your management style.
8 The 360-degree feedback has its advan-
tages but could also be quite cumbersome to
implement (as it requires more input from
more people). Also, in our multicultural but
predominantly Asian context, it is often
difficult for staff to give their bosses or peers
direct feedback.  Alternatively, asking staff on
a regular basis for their suggestions on how to
improve the management, culture, or work
environment in the office could generate
useful suggestions but in an indirect and
more constructive way.
9 I believe that we ADB staff members
have all been brought together by a higher
authority to achieve a noble purpose—to
help in bettering the lives of those in need.
We have been selected for this task because
each of us has the skills and talents to make

a difference. Other people volunteer for this
work, but we in ADB have been gifted with
the opportunity to serve this noble mission
and to be paid to do it.  We have a responsi-
bility to give this work our very best effort.
10 My wife, Nina, is my best friend and role
model.  She has helped me recognize what is
truly important and meaningful in this life.

ROBERT YEUNG
1 When Jill de Villa, former SC Chair, told
me this, I was quite surprised as BPBM is a
relatively small division and I did not expect
that I would be selected as one of them in
the SC Manager Recognition Program. I was
happy but not excited, as there are many
well-qualified managers in ADB. I guess that I
am just lucky.
2 I do not think that I have made any
deliberate change. My attitude toward the
work remains the same.  I do, however, think
twice sometimes to make sure that I am
consistent and fair in making work assign-
ments to my colleagues in the division and I
give due recognition to their work and efforts.
3 These would have to be judged by my
colleagues. I guess that I am quite approach-
able, positive, cooperative, and responsive;
have good work attitude; set good examples
and take responsibility; promote team spirit
and care about my team members; spend
more time to learn lessons than to talk. Above
all, I believe that sincerity and good attitude,
particularly in an institution with diversified
culture, are some of the key elements that can
earn respect among your colleagues.
4 I can’t say that I am always good at
managing things.  I am relatively organized
and I am quite committed once I take the
assignment. I am lucky that I have a team that
is experienced, committed, and can deliver
time-bound work outputs on time. At home, I
relax and I regularly talk to my wife and my
children over the phone, as they are not with
me in Manila. In this regard, I am happy that I
do not have much to manage at home.
5 I think that one does not need to have
a “fixed” management style, as the external
environment is a dynamic one and we need
to be adaptable to the changing environ-
ment.  I know my role in the division and in
the department (i.e., BPMSD).  I keep close
track on the progress of implementing key
work programs, I know very well the
strengths of my colleagues, and I assign
work accordingly. I always want to be part of
the team as far as sharing the workload, the
burden, and also the happiness of work
accomplishments.
6 Without naming the person, I would
think that a good manager should be better

in people skills than in technical skills. The
good manager must be able to think
strategically and be business oriented, lead a
coherent team, give clear guidance, exercise
good judgment, and produce good results as
a team.
7 Just be natural and be yourself. Try best
efforts in everything you do as a team.  Have
a positive attitude, take responsibility, and
pass on the credit on accomplishments to
the team’s efforts.
8 Not at this stage. ADB has just
completed the formulation of a new HR
strategy to establish a merit-based, transpar-
ent, and effective HR management system.
There are priority areas that would need to
be pursued first, including the establishment
of the new performance management
system (PMS). Let us focus more to ensure
that a better linkage between individual
performance and its work program/outputs
is established under the new PMS. I fully
agree that the aim of a good PMS should
eventually include a 360-degree feedback
mechanism.
9 ADB has many distinct features that
hold staff members together to produce
good results. I treasure values that are
generated collectively through excellent
technical skills, dedication, and endless
efforts being demonstrated by many of our
colleagues in an excellent working environ-
ment that ADB has provided us. We should
be grateful for what we have.
10 It is not just one or two people who may
have influenced me in my life. I would say
that it is a lifetime process through educa-
tion, family life, work environment, career
advancement, work assignment, and
increased responsibility, as well as other
external factors such as news and periodi-
cals—all can influence me at varying
degrees and make me better equipped for
doing a better job.

Robert Siy, Jr.

Robert Yeung
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TRAVELER’S TRAIL

THE MAKING OF A
MEKONG MOVIE

With help from national officers in resident
missions, Ian Gill recorded tales of hope and
sorrow during a five-country “shoot.”

K HON KAEN, THAILAND—It was about to become embarrass-
ing. The dozen or so worthy men and women of the Khon
Kaen Chamber of Commerce were seated around the table,
smiling expectantly, waiting for us to interview each of them

on camera.  We had asked for the appointment but had not
expected such a large turnout. All we wanted was to get a sound
bite from the group’s president and to leave without seeming

ungracious. At that moment, a young Thai stepped forward
and said his family owned a factory that made fishing nets—

would we be interested in filming it? The timing was
perfect. He not only gave us an excuse to depart, but also

an opportunity to record, in a photogenic location, a
story about a Thai manufacturer looking to expand

his market in neighboring countries.
It was an example of our luck during the

making of a video documentary on the Greater
Mekong Subregion (GMS) in the summer. Our

mission was to look at how the East-West
Economic Corridor—a rehabilitated road

linking Myanmar, Thailand, Lao People’s
Democratic Republic, and Viet Nam—is

bringing jobs and opportunities to the
poor. In addition, we were to show how
Cambodia and the People’s Republic of
China (PRC) are dealing with the risks of
greater connectivity such as HIV/AIDS
and drug and people trafficking.

Crucial to the production of the five-
country shoot was strong support

from ADB resident missions in
Vientiane, Hanoi, Phnom

Penh, and Beijing. We
needed their help to
identify story ideas, to
arrange the itinerary,
and to make appoint-
ments, as well as to

book vans, drivers,
accommodation, and

internal flights. Just as
importantly, we needed
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national officers to accompany us to make
sure things went smoothly. As with all such
productions, we also needed a large dose
of luck in finding ordinary people willing
to share their experiences on camera.

In the Lao PDR, with assistance from
the resident mission’s Rattanatay
Luanglatbandith, we heard stories of
hope from young and old. In Khantabuly
at a company that exports high-quality
fabrics, we met a young woman whose life
had been transformed by her job of a few
months. Sitting behind her spinning
wheel, Chanhom shyly admitted that she
doesn't know how to read or write and
had expected to remain on the family’s
subsistence farm 35 km away. She loves
her new life. Her wage of 330,000 kip a
month (about $33, or $1 day) gives her a
disposable income. She lives on the
premises, and she has made friends
among her colleagues.

Deep in the jungle we met
Hutsadong, a young man who was
studying English before he got his first job.
He is now developing marketable skills as
a metallurgical technician with an
Australian gold and copper mine. Nearby,
at one of the mining company’s commu-
nity projects, we came across a grand-
mother, Na, in her 60s, busily making cloth.
She joked that she is too old to work in the
field and welcomed the chance to
earn money

to buy food and school materials for her
grandchildren.

In Viet Nam, accompanied by the
resident mission’s Vo Truc Dien and
Nguyen Phuong Ngoc, we visited a
village of wooden huts on stilts occupied
by the Bru, one of 200 ethnic minorities in
the GMS. Many minorities live in remote
mountain areas with little access to
electricity, safe water, or social services.
Many children are underweight.

Yet, thanks in part to the road that
threads the Central Region, a growing
number of poor people, including
minorities, are finding work at a new
export zone for foreign investors at nearby
Lao Bao or are getting training at the Hue
Tourism School for a job in that booming
industry. These young people are studying
in front of computer screens instead of
wielding ploughs behind water buffaloes
as their parents did.

In Cambodia, where our trip was
facilitated by the resident mission’s
Sophea Mar, Sopheark Mith Chea, and
Paulin Van Im, our focus turned to the
fight against HIV/AIDS, a disease prevalent
in many GMS border areas. At Koh Kong,
near the Thai frontier, doctors and social
workers are reducing the infection rate
among sex workers, but we saw poignant
reminders of other HIV/AIDS victims—the

orphans left behind. On a blue mat
outside buildings where HIV/AIDS
patients were receiving treatment
and counseling, we met an 11-year-
old girl, Er, who was spooning food
into the mouths of her younger
sisters, Channa, 6, and Ka, 18

months old. Their mother is an HIV/AIDS
patient and the children may soon be
orphans. With her serious brown eyes, Er
seemed to understand that her childhood
was over. A social worker said that since
many parents are migrants, the children
have no relatives nearby and are lucky to
find a place in an orphanage.

In the PRC, where the resident
mission’s Lei Kan joined us, we visited a
project producing radio dramas in the
local dialect that warn the Kachin ethnic
minority on the border of the PRC and
Myanmar of the dangers of HIV/AIDS and
drug abuse. At an isolated mountain
village, we met a dignified elderly woman,
Mrs. Ma, who told us that despite her calm
appearance she was “dying inside.” Her
three sons, she says, all succumbed to drug
addiction. One has been missing for years
and another is in rehabilitation. It’s not like
the old days, she said, when smoking
opium was commonplace but wasn’t a
disruptive influence. Nowadays, drugs
destroy lives and she vehemently called
for the radio dramas to deliver their
messages more directly and powerfully.

Many of these stories are included in
the video Transcending Borders which will
be screened at the 13th Ministerial
Conference of the GMS Economic Coop-
eration Program in Vientiane, Lao PDR, in
December. The video captures the sorrow
and hope of the Mekong people and
raises awareness on the importance of the
East-West Economic Corridor in improving
their lives. It is hoped that the video,
dubbed into local languages, will be aired
by national broadcasters in the GMS.

Lei Kan (right) of PRCM with a colorfully dressed Dai
woman in Yunnan Province.

ON THE LAO-VIET NAM BORDER LRM’s Rattanatay
Luanglatbandith (third from left), writer/producer
Ian Gill (fourth from left) and VRM’s Vo Truc Dien (far
right) and Nguyen Phuong Ngoc (third from right).
Also pictured are consultant cameraman Dean
Johnson (fourth from right) and consultant director
Craig Leeson (second from right).

HUTSADONG working as a metallurgical technician
for a big foreign investor
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MEDICAL CORNER

M
emory is a very complex
function of the brain and is
not fully understood yet. It
can be divided into three

major psychologic components: immedi-
ate, covering the past few seconds;
intermediate from a few seconds to a few
days ago; and remote or long term,
extending further back in time. All three
components are obviously linked but can
also function separately and be individu-
ally affected while the other two are still
functioning properly.

Like other brain functions, memory
depends on brain cells called neurons.
The average adult human brain contains
approximately nine billion neurons
closely interconnected. This extensive
network makes the brain a very effec-
tive computer in terms of processing
and storage capacity. However, like its
electronic peers, this computer needs
power, software, and maintenance. The

power comes from oxygen, nutrients,
and hormones brought by the blood,
while the software is integrated into the
brain. Maintenance aims at preventing
breakdowns by preserving an appropri-
ate blood flow that will bring the brain
everything it needs to function properly.

Memory can be affected by a lack of
specific nutrients or a lack of oxygen, both
chronic conditions among the elderly

Memory
LOSS

Blood Donation Day

when the blood vessels become
sclerotic (rigid). It can also be
affected by toxins (such as alcohol)
that will reduce the efficiency of the
interconnecting system, by injuries,
by concussions, and by strokes.
Some other conditions such as
Alzheimer’s Disease may also affect
memory through degeneration of
nerve tissues.

Many cases of memory loss are
transient and are caused by a
temporary inability of the brain to
adjust to difficult conditions.
Extreme stress and performance of
too many tasks at the same time can
cause a “crash” and a disconnection
of the system where the memory is
still stored, but not accessible.

However and fortunately, most
cases of so-called loss of memory are
usually simple cases of lack of

concentration and affect only the
immediate memory. The best way to
improve memory is actually to use it and
train it.

Unlike computers that can give their
full power on the click of a button, the
brain needs education and practice before
developing its full potential. The more you
read, study, learn, and think, the better
your memory will be.

François Ausseil

The annual bloodletting activity in ADB for the benefit of the blood bank of
the Philippine National Red Cross was held on 17 September at the gym. The
Red Cross collected 12.5 liters of blood from 30 donors.
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CLUB NEWS

CATCHING THE DISC Bart Édes
reaches for the disc at the annual
Singapore Ultimate Open. Bart captains
the Philippines' national team ("Huck
Rebellion") in the fast-growing team
sport of Ultimate (Frisbee®), which
combines the running and stamina of
soccer, and the cutting, jumping, and
passing of basketball.

SKIPPERING THROUGH ROUGH WATERS

Mineo Maruyama skippered Viking Express,
a 20-year-old sloop constructed
originally by Ingmar Larson,
former ADB staff. Mineo won
the first 100-mile Manila-
Puerto Galera Race held on
29 October.  Fourteen
yachts started at 6:30 p.m.
at Manila Yacht Club
and Viking crossed
the finish line at 9 a.m.
the following day.

PSOD TEAM BUILDING
PSOD staff members have fun compet-
ing in paintball war games and other
activities at the PSOD summer team-
building outing at Southwoods.

TABLE TENNIS TOURNEY
Fun and camaraderie mark the
ADB Table Tennis Club’s
tournament for staff and
dependents (top photo).
Therese Chin of OAS Travel
Section competes against Mrs.
Yuko Chino, wife of President
Tadao Chino (left photo).
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Christine Orquiola

Since the Fitness Club opened in
1991, many staff members have
flocked there, some quite the early
birds with their own stories to chirp

Lhen de Vela-Cruz

T
urning down another appoint-
ment, Vice-President
Khempheng Pholsena made it
to the launch of the art exhibition

of the ADB Homemakers Club on 25
October in the cafeteria hallway. Truly, she
believes staff members are more impor-
tant. It was amusing to see the spark in
every participant’s eyes, particularly those
of the children, as they showed off their
work to their family members and friends.

Renato Habulan, art workshop
instructor, distributed certificates to
workshop participants. He, together with
Stella Torres, a painter herself and his
former art student, identified three promis-
ing artists. They are Yanni, daughter of
Judith Misola, in the kids’ category; Merylle,
daughter of Mercy Morales, in the adults’
category; and Connie Garcia, staff category.
Three of Mr. Habulan’s 15-minute paintings
were raffled off during the program.

The art exhibition is the culminating
activity of the annual summer art work-
shop of the Homemakers Club. Here are
some comments on the workshop.

CLUB NEWS

“My daughter Dana used
to draw very poorly. The
workshop opened her eyes to
different art techniques. She
is now more confident of her
artistic abilities. My son
Joshua, the artist in the
family, was able to improve
his talent.”—Aleli Rosario

“My daughter Mikee
enjoyed all the activities and
was able to find new friends.
She was very proud to see
her work displayed at the exhibit.”—
Teena Osorio

“The art workshop was a great
activity. My two daughters, Bea and
Bernice, now appreciate the artwork
around them. They have been practicing
their skills and have been asking me to
buy art materials every day!”—Fred Basa

“The art workshop provided me the
eye for art by learning to better appreciate
various forms of artwork: paintings,
sketches, drawings, relief, and sculpture in
particular. I learned many new things
about myself and added friends.”—Ochie
Bumanglag

“The art workshop provided my
daughter Camille new skills in mixed

about. We caught up with a few of these
fervent fitness aficionados and asked
about their gym regimen.

Barbara Dizon is perhaps the first to
arrive  turning up as early as 4:45 a.m.
almost every day for an hour and a half of
vigorous exercises. “It has become a habit,”
she says. “I like to start doing things early
and right. Regular exercise is one of the
most honest ways to gain stamina and
strength, aside from the confidence it can
give.”

Arnulfo Cheng is there working out
around 5 a.m. three or four times a week.
He likes the club’s relatively inexpensive
membership fees and happily recalls
unexpectedly winning the titles Mr.
Physique and Mr. Spaghetti (for his fluid,
spaghetti-like movements) in the Aerobics
Marathon Full Throttle 2003 and Mr.

Fitness in 2002 competitions.
Lily Bernal gets cracking from 5:30 to

7:30 a.m. six times a week to avoid the
morning rush hour and more importantly
because it makes her feel healthy and full of
energy. Lily also joins the morning aerobics
class even if she stayed late the previous
night proofreading!  The 15 or so members
of that class sweat it out from 6:15 to 7:15
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.

When Jacques Jeugmans is not on
mission or busy with an urgent task, he
likes to work out or play badminton before
spending the whole day at his desk. As a
medical doctor, he attests to the benefits
of exercise to maintain physical fitness. He
adds that this helps him keep up with his
active teenagers.

If you aren’t already getting regular
exercise, why not join your gung-ho
colleagues in the ADB gym? They say it
certainly is worth their time and effort.

EARLY RISERS Sweat It Out Before Dawn

FIRST FEW STROKES
A Show of Talent

media instead of just using oil pastel or
water color or crayons in a single drawing.
The parent-child collaboration means
spending quality time with your chil-
dren.”—Glady Hari

“The workshop did me a lot of good.
For one, the paintings hanging around my
house are now my own! I don’t need to buy
expensive artwork made by artists I barely
know. It’s so cost effective!”—Chris Cruz

“Isabelle gained more self-confidence
during the workshop because she learned
that she can achieve something on her
own even at her young age. She learned to
focus and concentrate and is doing better
in her schoolwork as a result.”—Risa
Flores
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Didit van der Linden
Painting Over a Decade

D
idit Robillo van der Linden, wife of Vice-President Geert van der Linden,
held a solo exhibit from 14 October to 9 November at Mag:net Gallery, ABS
CBN Compound in Quezon City. This was Didit’s eighth one-woman exhibit
out of 15 painting exhibits in more than a decade.

Trained as an interior designer at the University of Santo Tomas in Manila, Didit
ventured into furniture designing and manufacturing in the early 1980s, before moving
on to costume jewelry designing and manufacturing.

Balinese Mask

Wooden Angel

Didit with daughter Gabriela and husband
VP Geert van der Linden

Rajat Nag and wife Shikha surround Didit Tokiko Mitchell (wife of Arthur M. Mitchell), Didit,
VP Khempheng Pholsena, and Mr. Mitchell

She was also engaged in batik painting
on wood, which eventually led her to painting
oil colors on canvas.

In 1993, she held her first exhibit of oil
paintings in Dhaka where the VP was then
Resident Representative of the Bangladesh
Resident Mission.

The South Asian influence is still evident
in Didit’s intense colors and use of thick oils
and acrylics. She paints figures, still life
compositions, and landscapes. Her past works
may be viewed at www.diditrobillo.com

Jodam’s Art

J
odam Allingam—a Papua New Guinean by birth,
spouse of Betty Wilkinson—recently held his
first Philippines one-man exhibition at the Silahis
Gallery in Intramuros, Manila. “It’s All a Jungle Out

There” included over 60 paintings, sculptures, and drawings.
The show reflects the artist’s eclectic use of painting
methods,  incorporating abstracts, portraits, still lifes, and lush
landscapes such as his backyard in Valle Verde. Jodam’s sculptures
use natural shapes such as leaves as their inspiration, and are
interpreted largely in wood and stone. Jodam is a professional artist
of 30 years and a former professor of fine arts. He has participated
in exhibitions in several countries in Africa, Asia, Australia, and the
US. His installation works on peace and dialogue won awards from
the Alliance Francais. Jodam is shown at the exhibit with his family
and friends.

ADB FAMILY

Jodam with daughters Bridgette and Nellie and wife Betty
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ADB FAMILY

Three Generations of Summa Cum Laude
Guia (Aggie) Bautista Cabugao’s daughter Maria Angela Patricia (Anna)
recently graduated summa cum laude from University of Maryland with a
degree in AB Economics. Since May 2004, she has been working at the IMF as
an information systems assistant, doing research for the World Economic
Outlook and other projects.

Anna is the third generation of summa cum laude graduates in her family.
Aggie, former Philippine American Life
Insurance Company Vice President and
Actuary; and Anna’s grandmother, Lourdes
(Nena) Syquia Bautista, former Theology and
Literature teacher, also received the highest
honors from the University of Santo Tomas
in Manila with degrees in Math and English,
respectively.

On 3 July, Anna married James Anthony
Espiritu at St. John the Evangelist Catholic
Church in Silver Spring, Maryland. With her
(from left) are Aggie and Lola Nena.

Halloween
Contest
Scaring the zombies. That is what
Pamela-Rose, daughter of Victor
Virtucio, and her friends appear to
be doing before embarking on their
“trick-o-treat” escapade.

The display on the Virtucio front
yard caught the eye of the judges,
eventually winning the “Most Funny”
category in last October’s halloween
contest at Valle Verde 2.

A Poet and a Scholar
Michelle, only daughter of Rocky and
Gilda Nanquil, published a poem
“Questions “ in The Theresian, the school
publication of St. Theresa’s College,
Quezon City. Michelle, a grade 6 student,
was a former choir member. She topped
the trimestral exams in Math last
September.

Michelle’s elder brother Mark Edward,
a BS Math student of De la Salle University,
is on the Dean’s list. In high school, Mark
had won third prize in an interschool web
design contest, representing Lourdes
School in Quezon City.
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New Doctor Garners Award at
International Medical Competition

Elrey, the second son
of Rebecca and
Reymund Navarro,
earned a medical
degree from the FEU-
NRMF Institute of
Medicine on 25
October. He is
currently a physician-
trainee at the
government-run
Ospital ng Makati.

In medical school, Elrey served as treasurer and later as
president of the student council. He represented the Institute in
various local and international conferences and competitions and
was first runner-up in the medical research competition of the
25th Asian Medical Students’ Conference held in Chulalongkorn
University, Bangkok, from 23 July  to 1 August.

New Professional Teacher

Michelle Angela C.
Isip, or Michie and
Chin-Chin, joins the
roster of profes-
sional teachers, after
recently passing the
Licensure Examina-
tion for Teachers
given by the
Professional
Regulation Commis-
sion in August 2004.
Michie had earlier
earned her civil
service eligibility

from the Civil Service Commission upon graduating cum laude
in April 2004 with a Bachelor’s degree in Secondary Education,
Major in English, from Sta. Isabel College in Manila.  She is
currently a faculty member of her alma mater, teaching both
high school and elementary children. Michie is the daughter of
Nick Isip.

Doing A Catwalk
Above the Rest

Twelve-year-old Erin Newton, son of Gulen
Atay, walks on a log 20 feet above the
ground, part of an obstacle course for
children and adults. Erin was the only child
who successfully walked across and back
during this Boy Scout activity held last
October in Pagsanjan, Laguna. Erin is a
seventh grade student at the International
School in Manila.

Most Valuable Player

Anjo (kneeling, second from right), the10-
year-old son of Jonel  and Regi Ladaban
joins fellow Ateneo Blue Eaglets before the
Small Basketeers of the Philippines’
Regional Finals in September against their
arch rival, the Junior Archers of La Salle
Greenhills. He will join his teammates in
competing for the national championship
in December.

Anjo won the Most Valuable Player
award in his age group during the ADB
summer basketball tournament.
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ADB Chorale’s Anniversary Concert
21 October 2004
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